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ABSTRACT
This study develops software that provides optimum lathe cutting conditions for
specific materials and parameters. This is accomplished by developing a model, based
on empirical and analytical relationships, which estimates the optimum cutting
conditions, (i.e. spindle speed, feed rate and depth of cut) for a single pass, external
turning operation. These parameters are optimized to yield the minimum
production cost, while satisfying constraints imposed by workpiece specifications and
equipment limitations. The equipment limitations considered include the available
machine power, maximum workholding force of the lathe, range of spindle speeds,
feed rates for the lathe and tool, and the range of depth of cut of the tool. The
workpiece constraints are the surface finish specification for the part and the
maximum allowable deflection of the part at each cross section. The effects of each of
these limitations are discussed.
The developed analytical model introduces manufacturing economics, along with the
above constraints, into a decision making process which heretofore relied primarily
on the lathe operator's experience and standard handbooks. Typically, the
determination of the metal cutting conditions is based on the machinist's experience.
This method of specifying cutting conditions tends to emphasize the requirements of
the workpiece specifications - i.e. surface finish and dimensional tolerances -
excluding economic considerations. On the other hand, a pure rate of production
analysis would maximize the ratio of actual cutting time to total machining time
without considering workpiece specifications or the implications of operating the
equipment at the maximum production rate. While minimizing the production
time generally reduces production costs, there is a trade off to be considered. A
higher production rate requires an increase in spindle speed or tool feedrate resulting
in a decreased tool life. This reduction in tool life adds the associated costs of
additional tools and tool changing times to the production cost. Hence, it is necessary
to find the operating conditions which will minimize cost while considering all
aspects of the manufacturing process. With the increasing usage of CNC lathes which
involve large capital expenditures, the use of an economic analysis combined with
technical considerations becomes imperative for minimizing the overall production
cost. Further, an effective optimization procedure allows low volume runs on many
different part numbers with the first part being both cost effective and fit for function.
The methodology used to develop the model was based on published literature,
experimentation, and several well known and widely accepted equations defining
tool-life and tool-workpiece relationships. Through the use of a statistically designed
experiment, data was obtained and a set of equations was determined to estimate the
cutting forces generated in the turning operation. The data compared favorably with
the published equations for calculating cutting forces which were used in this model.
The parameters for this experiment, which was conducted on an instrumented lathe
at Renesselaer Polytechnic Institute, were feed rate and depth of cut. An additional
experiment was conducted to determine the tool life corresponding to the maximum
allowable tool flank wear for several feed rates. These values are unique for a
tool-workpiece material combination. For the purpose of applying the model, the
experimentation was restricted to the use of a carbide coated tool insert and a free
machining stainless steel, AISI 416. The work was based on the actual needs and
production tooling of a major company. The determination of the empirical
constants for other tool-workpiece material combinations would extend the model's
application. The optimization procedure is incorporated into a computer program to
calculate the economical machining parameters in a finishing operation.
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INTRODUCTION
1.0 The Lathe and the Turning Operation
The lathe is a machine tool used to perform mass reduction machining operations.
Turning is a lathe operation in which a cylindrical workpiece is produced to specified
dimensions and tolerances. The external turning operation is probably the most
widely used metal removing process. Similar operations include threading, necking,
and facing, among others.
The various types of lathes available utilize different methods of holding the
workpiece in place. The workpiece is supported and rotated about its longitudinal
axis on the lathe. Large diameter parts are cantilevered in chucks, small diameter
parts in collets, and long pieces may be supported by the chuck or collet and a tailstock
on the other end. In the latter situation, steadyrests may be used to lend additional
support. Large workpieces are often bolted or clamped on a face plate.
Chuck
Tool, V
Center
Shearing
zone
Figure 1
The cylindrical surface is produced by cutting tools engaged with the workpiece and
translating in a direction parallel to the axis of the rotating workpiece. The turning
process removes material by shearing a chip from the workpiece (Figure 1). The
cutting operation can be defined as either an oblique or orthogonal process.
Orthogonal cutting is a special situation where the cutting edge of the tool is oriented
perpendicular to the relative velocity between the tool and the workpiece (Figure 2-a).
The cutting edge of the tool is at an oblique angle in other cases (Figure 2-b)
Tool
Workpiece
FIGURE 2-a Orthogonal cutting.
Tool
Workpiece
Figure 2-b Oblique cutting.
The cutting tools may be mounted in a
multi-tool turret, or individually, on a lathe
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carriage. The carriage translates on ways in a direction parallel to the longitudinal
axis of the workpiece. The cutting tool geometry is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3 Amarego's Modified normal rake angle tool specification.
The angles in Figure 3 are defined as:
Angle of inclination or obliquity , i,- the angle between the cutting edge and a normal
to the cutting velocity vector. This angle depends on the tool geometry and the tool's
orientation to the work.
End [Side] normal clearance angle Clen [Clsn] - the angle between a plane
perpendicular to the base of the tool holder and that portion of the end [side] flank
which is immediately below the relieved flank. If only one plane exists on the end
[side] flank, then the clearance and relief angles coincide.
Normal rake angle, ctn,- the angle between the face of the tool and the base of the tool
holder. It is usually described by two angles, the back rake angle and the side rake
angle. If the face slopes downward from the tool tip to the shank, the rake angle is
positive. The side rake angle is the angle between the portion of the side flank just
below the cutting edge and a perpendicular drawn from the cutting edge to the tool
holder base. The back rake angle is the angle between the face of the tool and the base
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of the tool holder. It is typically measured in a plane through the side cutting edge
and perpendicular to the tool holder base.
Plan approach angle, Csp, - often called the side cutting edge angle, this is the angle
between the side cutting edge and the side of the tool holder.
Plan trail angle, Cep/- often called the end cutting edge angle, this is the angle between
the end cutting edge and a perpendicular to the side of the tool holder.
The major factors influencing the results of the turning operation are the cutting
speed, tool feed rate, and depth of cut. The cutting speed is the surface speed of the
workpiece. Though it may be expressed in rpm's, this speed is typically given by
surface feet per minute. This rate at which the workpiece surface moves past the tool
is calculated from the spindle's rotary speed (rpm) times the circumference of the
workpiece (mm/rev).
The feedrate is the speed at which the cutting tool moves along its linear path. It is
given in mm /minute or mm /revolution of the workpiece. The latter will be used in
this study.
The depth of cut measures the depth of engagement between the tool face and the
workpiece. This measurement is made along a line perpendicular to the longitudinal
axis of the workpiece. For a cylindrical part and a rigid system, the diameter reduction
is two times the depth of cut.
1.2 Objective of the Study
The objective of this study is to develop a numerical model to determine those
cutting conditions which will minimize the prodution cost of an externally turned
workpiece for a finishing operation. This objective will be accomplished while
meeting these workpiece specifications and equipment constraints:
- surface finish
- diametral tolerance on workpiece
- tool feed rate and depth of cut operating ranges
- tool load limits
- workholding capabilities
- lathe cutting speed range
- tool life limits
- lathe power limit.
The cutting forces generated in the turning operation are highly dependent on the
tool-workpiece material combination. The data obtained for this study was for the
case of a coated carbide tool and AISI 416 free-machining stainless steel. This
combination is widely used by the company for whom this program was developed.
Should the method be applied to other material combinations, empirical testing
would be required to determine the allowable tool life for acceptable surface finish
and the coefficients of the cutting force equations. The incorporation of that
information in this study would necessitate the compilation of an extensive data base
that is beyond the stated scope of this study.
1.3 Assumptions and Limitations of the Model
The optimization of cutting parameters can be done for maximum production rate,
maximum profit rate, or minimum cost of production. It was suggested by the
intended user of this model that the program be developed applying the minimum
cost of production criteria. The calculation of the cutting speed would be the
parameter most affected by this decision.
The fabrication of most cylindrical parts typically requires the use of other processes in
addition to the external forward turning operation. Grooving, threading, and back
turning are other possibilities in the typical manufacturing operation. Throughout
the extensive literature search conducted on this topic, no attempts at a solution to
the multiple-process manufacture of parts was found. This model is also limited in
application to the external forward turning operation. The model allows a significant
amount of flexibility in the lathe, tool and workpiece materials which can be
considered. Default values suitable for a CNC lathe, coated carbide tool and a
martensitic stainless steel workpiece are suggested, but users have the opportunity to
input values reflecting their machining operation. Knowledge of many of the
parameters needed for the model can best be obtained through experimental methods
or published literature. The methods for obtaining some of the necessary parameters
are suggested in Appendix 4. Execution of many of these experimental techniques
requires the use of a three component lathe dynamometer and a substantial amount
of testing. It is strongly recommended that a frequent user conduct cutting
experiments using tools and workpieces common to their particular machining
center. The parameters to be measured would include, but not be limited to, the shear
stress of the work material, the maximum allowable tool life for several feeds and
speeds, and the coefficient of friction between the workpiece and tool materials. The
data base which can be generated from this testing could prove invaluable to a
machining center. Use of published data offers only an approximation since the
cutting conditions under which the information was generated is usually not known.
The wide variation in tool geometries, materials and coatings and potential
workpiece material properties makes the inclusion of a data base in this program
prohibitive.
The model assumes parts are supported by a collet or jaw chuck and that no
steadyrests or tailstock supports are used. Thus, this model is primarily developed for
slender cylindrical parts of lengths less than 100 mm. The use of machining aids
such as steadyrests or tailstock supports would allow the machinist to operate at
speeds or feeds greater than those recommended by this model.
The empirical determination of the physical parameters (used in the cutting force
equations) for the coated carbide tool and martenstetic stainless steel workpiece was
done without the use of a lubricant in the experiment. Use of a lubricant would yield
different values for the friction and shear angles. These empirical values result in a
more conservative estimate of the optimum cutting parameters. The theoretical
determination of the cutting force estimates assumed that the experiments were
conducted with a sharp tool tip and no rubbing occurred between the tool and
workpiece. Since the tool tip was not changed for each experiment, this assumption
was not met and will result in experimental cutting force values higher than theory
would predict. As expected, the cutting forces measured were frequently higher than
the j '^-dieted theoretical values. The largest variation occurred in those experiments
immediately preceeding a tool change.
2.0 Literature Review
Many process interactions exist in the machining of a cylindrical component.
Usually machining operations in addition to turning are required. This results in a
very complex problem and no attempts at such a solution were revealed in the
literature search. Numerous researchers have developed techniques for
determining the optimum cutting conditions in an external turning operation. The
published techniques optimize cutting conditions for either minimum cost,
maximum production rate or maximum profit.
Each researcher considers slightly different cutting constraints and utilizes a
different method of estimating the cutting forces. Most assume a linear relationship
of the form F^ = \*(a^ + (3j*he) where 1 is the active contact length between the tool
and workpiece, he is the equivalent chip thickness, and a- and [5- are empirically
determined constants dependent on the tool-workpiece material combination.
These forces '.e universally acknowledged to be dependent on the tool-workpiece
material combination. Because the cutting force estimations require the knowledge
of physical parameters which must be empirically determined, the
researchers'
published solutions are necessarily limited to a few material combinations.
2.1 Literature Specific to Optimization Methods
The work of Hinduja, Petty, Tester, and Barrow [1], describes a method which can
utilize either minimum production cost or maximum production rate as the
criterion for cutting parameter optimization. Their paper discusses an approach for a
single or multi-pass turning operation. For each pass, the feasible portion of the
manufacturer's depth of cut- feed rate diagram (the a-s diagram) is further refined by
the limitations of the workpiece and equipment. This is accomplished by using
iso-parametric shape functions to produce a uniform grid on the a-s diagram (Figure
4).
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Figure 4 a-s diagram of Hinduja, et al [1]
The points in the grid are tested against the velocity independent constraints of
machine torque, allowable tool force, and component deflection. If these constraints
are met, the optimum cutting velocity is calculated for minimum cost or maximum
profit. The velocity is evaluated against the velocity dependent constraints of
workholding limitations and lathe capabilities. If necessary, the velocity is modified
to meet these constraints. This process is performed for all points on the a-s diagram.
The technically feasible point which yields the optimum economical condition is
selected.
Hinduja, et al, use well known equations for calculating most of the constraints.
They do not, however, provide a discussion of the cutting force equations used in the
evaluation of the constraints. The cutting force equations which they reference are
empirically determined rather than based on metal cutting analyses. The authors did
not experimentally verify the results of their work through cutting tests.
A paper published by Kals, Hijink, and van der Wolf [2], describes a method for
optimizing turning conditions in a multi-cut operation. Again, the optimization
criteria can be minimum production cost or maximum production rate. Their
method utilizes a well known equation for calculating the optimum cutting speed.
This equation is determined by partially differentiating the equation describing
production cost per unit volume of material removed with respect to cutting
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velocity. The derivation of that equation is included in Appendix 5.
Kals, et al, have defined a parameter which expresses the influence of cutting
geometry. This parameter, called the equivalent chip thickness (Figure 5 ), is
defined as follows:
he = a*s/be (1)
where the equivalent chip width be, is approximated by:
be = (a-r*(l-cos Kr))/sin k,. + Kr*7t*r/180 + s/2 (2)
where be is in the depth of the plane ofFigure 5.
Figure 5 equivalent chip thickness model of Kals, et al [2]
Optimum cutting conditions are
achieved when the equivalent chip thickness is
maximized and the cutting speed is the solution to
the partial differential equation
3 U/ 3v = 0 where U is the equation describing
production cost and v is the cutting
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velocity. The authors discuss many of the same constraints addressed by other
researchers, i.e. chip removal constraints, minimum and maximum cutting speeds
and feeds for both tool life and lathe capability constraints, surface finish and
dimensional tolerance specifications on the workpiece. These authors also include a
parameter br , the critical width of cut, at which the process becomes dynamically
unstable and a condition known as chatter occurs. The determination of this
parameter is highly dependent on empirical data which is specific to a workpiece
material- tool combination. The authors did not experimentally verify the equation
developed to calculate the critical width of cut. The cutting force equations referred
to by the authors consider the force per unit length of cutting edge to be a linear
function of the equivalent chip thickness. Again, this method of describing the
cutting force equations has been used by several researchers. The coefficients of
these equations are empirically determined.
Mr. Leo Alting, in his book Manufacturing Engineering Processes [3], outlines two
unique methods for determining the cutting speed and feed. The optimum cutting
parameters are based on the concept of an economical tool life determined by
minimum cost considerations. The economical tool life, Te, is based on the removal
of the maximum amount of material removal per unit cost.
The metal removed per unit cost, U, is expressed as:
U = Q/Ec (3)
where Q = AvT (metal removed), Ec = MT+ Mtct + ct (unit cost), and
A = area of cut (a*s), mm2 M = machine and operation rate, $/min.
v = cutting speed, m/min tct = tool changing time, min.
T= tool life, min. ct = tool cost, $/cutting edge.
The Taylor tool life equation, v = CT"n, is substituted for v so the metal removed per
1 1
unit cost is expressed as:
U = ACT(1-RV(MT + Mtct + ct) (4)
where C is the specific cutting speed for a 20 minute tool life and n = a constant for
the conditions tested. This equation for U is differentiated with respect to T and the
economical tool life Te, is found:
Te=((l/n)-l)*((ct/M) + tct). (5)
A plot of tool life vs. cutting speed for several different feeds reveals that Te can be
achieved for a variety of different speed-feed combinations. The combination
yielding the maximum removal rate (V= s*a*v, s = feed rate, mm/rev) would yield
the optimum cutting conditions. The two approaches for determining the optimum
conditions based on economical tool life are given below.
The first approach is to plot the removal rate V, against the feed rate, s, and select the
feed rate corresponding to maximum metal removal as the economical feed rate, se
(Figure 6) . The economical cutting speed could then be determined by rearranging
the equation describing metal removed per unit cost, U, as:
ve = U*(MT + Mtct + ct)/(seaTe) (6)
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Feed [s] (mm/rev)
Figure 6- Alting's method for economical feed rate selection [3]
A different approach plots cutting speed on a logarithmic scale against the feed for
the tool life Te. Draw straight lines on the graph to represent constant removal rates
(VI, V2...). The tangent point between a removal rate line and the Te curve
identifies the economical cutting conditions (Figure 7).
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Figure 7 - Alting's method for economical cutting speed determination [3]
The speed and feed determined through either of these approaches would have to be
evaluated against system constraints but Alting does not discuss these.
The text Fundamentals of Metal Machining and Machine Tools, by Dr. Geoffrey
Boothroyd [4], provides a general approach to determining the optimum cutting
conditions for a turning operation. It is a widely accepted fact that the feed rate
should, as a general rule, be maximized since increases in spindle speed will reduce
the tool life much more than equivalent increases in the feed rate. Boothroyd and
others recommend that the feed rate for a finishing operation be maximized while
satisfying the surface finish specification on the workpiece. As is always the case, the
optimum cutting speed is determined from the partial differentiation of the cost
equation with respect to velocity. Professor Boothroyd's discussion also describes the
procedure by which cutting speed can be determined for maximum production rate
or maximum profit. The case for maximum profit can only be solved by the use of
numerical methods.
The Tool and Manufacturing Engineers Handbook [5], published by the Society of
Manufacturing Engineers, provides a similar discussion on the economics of
machining. The handbook also uses the method of previously cited Kirk, et al, for
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the estimation of cutting forces.
The work of Armarego and Brown (The Machining of Metals) [6], is an excellent
reference text on the theory of metal cutting analyses and the economics of
machining. The authors are frequently referenced by those attempting to generate
methods of calculating the optimum cutting conditions in a machining operation
and/or derive analytical equations to express the cutting forces. Armarego and
Brown also utilize the economical tool life equation in their initial determination of
the optimum speed and feed. The economical tool life equation is presented in the
same form as that used by L. Alting in his discussion. However, Armarego and
Brown use a form of the Taylor tool life equation which is more specific to the
turning process. That form is :
T = c/(v1/n*s1/nl*a1/n2) = G/(v1/n*sl/nl) (7)
where C is a constant, and nl and n2 are exponents of the feed and depth of cut
respectively. Since depth of cut is assumed to be constant, this value .s incorporated
into the constant G = C/(a-^'n2). The equation for economical cutting speed is then
expressed as:
ve =
Gn/(Ten * sn/nl). (8)
The feed rate in a finishing operation is selected to be as large as possible while
complying with equipment limitation or workpiece specifications.
Armarego and Brown then describe those constraints which must be considered
before finalizing the selection of cutting parameters. The machine tool limitations
considered are maximum speed, feed, and power restrictions along with the feed and
speed steps allowable. The workpiece related constraints mentioned are allowable
part deflection for dimensional specifications and surface finish requirements. The
surface finish requirement relationship to feed is similar for all reference sources.
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2.2 Literature Specific to the Estimation Of Cutting Forces
An attempt to optimize the cutting parameters must give consideration to the
physical limitations of the workpiece, tool , and lathe. Calculation of the cutting
parameters for economical advantages only runs the risk of yielding values which
cause, for instance, excessive part or tool deflection or a power requirement beyond
that which is available.
To avoid violating these and other physical limitations of the hardware, knowledge
of the three dimensional cutting forces is required. Many researchers have
attempted to develop models which describe the metal cutting process, but none of
these has been acknowledged as being universally applicable. The works of
Merchant [7], as discussed by Armarego and Brown in The Machining of Metals, and
of Kirk, et al, "Matrix Representation of Three Dimensional Cutting
Forces" [8] are
very similar and have been substantiated by experimental evidence. Their analyses
are utilized for cutting force estimations in this optimization model. Prior to
presenting a discussion of their analyses, some general definitions regarding the
geometry and parameters of the cutting process are defined.
The mechanics of the metal cutting process can be described for the simple case of
orthogonal cutting where the cutting edge is perpendicular to the relative velocity
between the work and tool or, for the more complex case of oblique cutting where
this perpendicularity does not exist (Figure 2). Most metal cutting processes involve
oblique cutting. However, some researchers feel that the best approach to developing
a model for the oblique cutting process is to first develop one for the orthogonal case
and then extend it to describe the more complex case.
There are two basic approaches to the analyses of the metal cutting process. These
approaches differ in their assumption regarding the width of the shear plane (Fig. 8).
1 6
THICK
DEFORMATION
ZONE
Thick ZoneModel
Figure 8a, from Amerego & Brown [8]
Thin ZoneModel
Figure 8b , from Amerego & Brown [8]
The thick zone model is believed to represent cutting at slow speeds. The thin zone
model, which is mathematically easier to define, has been shown to reflect cutting at
high speeds and is, therefore, the more commonly applied model. Merchant made
the following assumptions in defining the thin shear plane model (note that the first
may often be violated);
1. The tool tip is sharp and no rubbing occurs between tool and workpiece.
2. The deformation is two-dimensional, i.e. no side spread.
3. The stresses on the shear plane are uniformly distributed.
4. The resultant force R on the chip at the shear plane is equal,
opposite and collinear to the force R applied to the chip at the
17
tool-chip interface.
A schematic representation of two dimensional cutting is shown in Figure 9.
Figure 9
In Figure 9 above, the parameters are:
ae = effective depth of cut (mm.)
se = effective feed rate (mm/min)
(|) = effective shear angle of the cut, deg
oce = effective rake angle, deg
v = cutting velocity (m/min)
Figure 10 is the force vector diagram for the two dimensional cutting shown in
Figure 9.
1P
Figure 10
In Figure 10, the parameters are;
F = rake face friction force, N
N = rake face normal force, N
Fp = cutting force in two dimensional cutting process, N
Fq = normal force in two dimensional cutting process, N
Fr = resultant force, N
(3 = friction angle between Fr and N, deg
Noting that F= (iN, where u is the coefficient of friction between the chip and tool
and is given by u = tan "^ (3, then the following equations describe the forces Fp and
Fq-
Fp = [usin oce + cos ae]N
Fq = [ucos ae - sin ae]N
(9)
(10)
These equations are converted to the following form (see Cook [9] ),
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Fp = xsaese cos(p-cce)/[sin <j>e * cos(<|>e + f3 - a)] (11)
and, Fq = xsaesesin((3-ae)/{sin<J)e*cos((t)e + f3-ae)] (12)
where xg is the shear strength of the workpiece material.
From the equations defining Fp and Fq, the cutting forces may be calculated if the
shear stress, friction angle and shear angle are known. These parameters may be
obtained from published literature or calculated from experimental data. The above
analysis is common to the work of bothMerchant and Kirk, et al. The development
of the cutting force equations for a three dimensional cutting process varies
somewhat between the two, though the end results are similar.
Kirk, et al's, analysis applies matrix geometry techniques to predict the three -
dimensional cutting forces. In the
authors'
model a specific cutting plane p'-q',
which contains both the cutting velocity and chip velocity vectors, is located and
two-dimensional metal cutting theory is applied. Cutting forces are then predicted in
this plane, and these forces are rotated to a set of orthogonal axes on the cutting tool
through the use of a coordinate transformation. The axes are defined such that z is
equivalent to the radial direction (depth of cut), y is equivalent to the negative feed
direction (chip thickness) and x is equivalent to the tangential direction (power force
direction).
Prediction of the location of the
p'-q'
plane requires that two assumptions be made.
The first is known as Stabler's assumption. This states that the angle of the chip flow
direction in the rake plane, (n,c), is equal to the inclination angle, i, of the tool (a
geometric property). The other assumption is that the chip flow direction and the
friction force direction coincide. These assumptions allow Kirk, et al, to determine
the chip flow angle and rake angle and subsequently,
the unit vectors of the forces in
the
p'-q'
plane.
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Figure 11
Figure 11 shows a cross section of the tool perpendicular to the p'-q'plane. The
angle ae is the effective rake angle, the three dimensional equivalent of the rake in
orthogonal cutting. An expression for the effective rake angle is given as
sin ae = sin rjc sin i + cos n.c cos i cos aR (13)
where a is the normal rake angle. Applying Stabler's assumption (n = i), the
equation becomes
(14)sin a = sin2 i + cos2 i sin an .
The resultant of the cutting forces in the
p'-q'
plane is expressed as
F = Fq.eq.+Fp.ep. (15)
where e,y and en- are the unit vectors of the forces directed along
p'
and q',
P 4
respectively. The resultant force, F, can also be expressed in the x,y,z coordinate
system as
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F = Fxi +Fy; + Fzfc . (16)
This may be expressed in matrix form as
where
and
r
V
T
= R^
fpq":
lppj
(17)
(18)
Ri =
cos ae sm ae
,-sin a cos a
(19)
Ro =
-sin a (cos a cos cO/N
cos a cosn, (sin ag cos a^)/N
-cos a sin rj -(cos ag sin a^)/N.
(20)
where a is the tool side rake angle, a^ is the tool back rake angle, and N is the
normalizing magnitude for the vectors
ep- and eq-
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Performing the matrix algebra results in :
Fx = Fpower = Vese/(sin <t>e cos(<|>e + p - oce))
+[sin (a-ae) cos(p-ae) cos(a-ae) cos(p-ae)] (21)
Fy = Ffeed = Vesecos Tl/(sin ^e cos^e + P " ae^
+[-cos(a-ae) sin(p-ae) sin(a-ae) cos(p-ae)] (22)
Fz = Fradial = Vesesin ^/(sin <\>e cos(^e + p - ae))
+[cos(a-ae) sin(p-ae) sin(a-ae) cos(p-ae)]. (23)
Kirk, et al, were able to determine that the effective rake angle, a , was within +/- 1%
of the orthogonal rake angle, a. Assuming that they are equal, the above equations
are simplified to
Fx = tsaesecos(p-ae)/ [sin <\>e cos(<|>e + p -ae)] (24)
Fy = -xsaesecos nsin(p-ae)/ [sine cos(<|>e + p - ae)] (25)
Fz = xsaesesin risin(p-ae) / [sin <|>e cos(<|)e + p - ae)]. (26)
Kirk, et al, showed these equations to be in good agreement with data collected. They
also showed good agreement withMerchant's model of the three dimensional
cutting process. These equations will ultimately be used in the optimization
program to estimate the cutting forces.
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3.0 DEVELOPMENT OF THE OPTIMIZATION MODEL
As discussed previously, this optimization model was developed to optimize the
cutting conditions - speed, feed and depth of cut - to yield the minimum cost of
production. This model focuses on the external turning process for a finishing
operation. The increased usage of stock-fed CNC lathes in production
environments lends support to the development of the model specific to such
applications. The optimization technique considers the workpiece requirements of
surface finish and diametral tolerance as well as tool and lathe limitations specified
by the manufacturer. The optimization model may be readily applied through a
computer program. Appendix 1 contains a complete listing of the parameters and
specifications which should be user-defined to maximize the versatility of the
model. A program listing for the computer application is included in Appendix 2.
These parameters and specifications are unique to the lathe, tool, and workpiece
geometry and material.
3.1 Determination of Maximum Feed Rate
Since this model is limited to the optimization of finishing operations, the feed
rate is subject to only three constraints. The first is the determination of the
maximum feed rate allowable so that the desired surface finish can be achieved.
Surface quality is most heavily influenced by the tool nose radius and the feed rate.
Increasing the tool nose radius or decreasing the feed rate will improve surface
quality. Surface quality can also be affected by cutting speed in that an increased
cutting speed reduces the likelihood for a built-up edge on the tool flank face,
thereby improving the surface finish achievable. The use of cutting lubricants also
improves the surface finish, however, the latter two relationships are considered
secondary to feed and nose radius.
The relationship used to calculate this feed rate, sSI (mm/rev) is:
ssf =
[0.0321rRa]1/2 (27)
where r is the tool nose radius (mm) and Ra is the surface roughness by the
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arithmetic average method (u m).
The feed rate, ssf, is then evaluated against the minimum and maximum allowable
feed rates specified by the manufacturers of the tool and lathe. The smallest of those
three values is assigned as the economical feed rate, s.
It is possible that this feed value may be further reduced if the depth of cut
constraints cannot be met. However, in a finishing operation, this is not typically
the case.
3.2 Determination of the Optimum Depth of Cut
This model was developed for use in finishing operations in which only a single
pass is taken. However, the optimum depth of cut for the finishing operation may
be less than the total amount of material which must be removed in order to
achieve the finished part dimensions from the nearest bar stock diameter. In such
castj, where the bar stock diameter cannot be reduced, a roughing cut will be
necessary. The depth of cut in the roughing operation will be established by first
determining the optimum finishing depth of cut and subtracting twice that value
from the bar stock diameter. The required finished diameter will then be
subtracted from the first value calculated. One half the result of that calculation will
be the value of the roughing cut necessary.
3.2.1 Depth of Cut Constraints
The depth of cut is set at the maximum value recommended by the tool
manufacturer. If this is not specified, it is commonin the industry to assume that
value to be one half the length of the side cutting edge. If the tool is inclined at an
angle, , to the axial centerline of the workpiece, the maximum depth of cut is given
by the equation
a = amax*sec^ (28)
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This depth of cut must be evaluated against several constraints which require the
definition of the three cutting forces. The cutting forces are defined by Kirk, et al [8],
as
Fpower = Vesecos(p-ae)/[sin ^e (cos ^e + P ~ ae^ (29^
Ffeed = -xsaesesin(P-ae)cos T|/[sin 0e (cos (<t>e + P - c*e))] (30)
Fradial= xsaesesin(p-oce)sin n/[sin <|>e (cos (<|>e + P - ae))l (31)
where Fp0wer is the cutting force in the direction of the cutting velocity,
Ffeed *s ^e frce m the directon of the tool feed, and Fradial *s ^e component in
the direction of the depth of cut. The effective width and depth of cut are defined by
ae = a/cosCs and, (32)
se = s
* cos Cs (33)
where Cs is the tool side cutting edge angle, degrees. The shear stress, xg, for the
workpiece material and the coefficient of friction u, are user defined variables
usually obtained through published literature or experimental techniques. The chip
flow angle r\, and the effective rake angle aQ, are calculated by solving a set of
simultaneous equations using the known tool geometry. The two equations are
solved simultaneously by a numerical method subroutine using the
Newton-Raphson method. This is described in Appendix 3. Appendix 4 contains a
description on how the effective shear angle, <J>e, friction angle, p, shear stress, x, and
chip flow angle, tl, can be empirically
determined.
3.2.2 Experimental Verification of Cutting Force Model
Kirk's expressions for the cutting forces were experimentally verified for usage in
this optimization method. A statistically designed experiment was conducted at
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Renesselaer Polytechnic Institute, in collaboration with Professor Warren DeVries,
on a Hardinge Optical Lathe instrumentented with a Kistler Model 9257A Lathe
Dynamometer. The instrumentation allowed for measurement of only the power
and feed forces. The cutting force measurements were recorded on a Gould
two
channel chart recorder. The measurements were taken for three levels of depth of
cut and three feed rates. The sequence of data collection was randomized using SAS.
a software application package for designing and analyzing statistical tests. Table 1
contains the test plan and Table 2 contains the force measurements.
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TABLE 1
CUTTING FORCES
FEED/DEPTH OF CUT
WORKSHEET FOR EXPERIMENT
'CUTTING'
CUTTING FORCES
RANDOMIZATION SEED = 3629000
REFERENCE REPLICATION FEEDRATE (FN/REV) DEPTH OF CUT (IN)
0.020
0.098
0.049
0.098
0.020
0.049
0.020
0.098
0.098
0.049
0.020
0.020
0.020
0.098
0.098
0.049
0.049
0.049
NUMBER
3 1 0.011
16 2 0.005
14 2 0.007
18 2 0.011
11 2 0.007
4 1 0.005
1 1 0.005
17 2 0.007
9 1 0.011
15 2 0.011
10 2 0.005
2 1 C J0?
12 2 0.011
8 1 0.007
7 1 0.005
13 2 0.005
6 1 0.011
5 1 0.007
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TABLE 2
RESULTS OF CUTTING EXPERIMENT
REFERENCE FEEDRATE DEPT1
NUMBER FN /REV FN.
3 0.007 0.020
16 0.005 0.098
14 0.011 0.049
18 0.007 0.098
11 0.011 0.020
1 0.005 0.020
17 0.011 0.098
9 0.007 0.098
15 0.007 0.049
10 0.005 0.020
2 0.011 0.020
12 0.007 0.020
7 0.005 0.098
13 0.005 0.049
6 0.007 0.049
5 0.011 0.049
FpOWER ffeed
N N
140 120
600 360
900 600
1000 650
320 150
130 55
1500 1000
900 600
600 400
100 52
280 130
180 100
680 400
280 160
600 400
920 600
CUTTING SPEED = 275 RPM
TOOL PERPENDICULAR TO AXIAL CENTT.wUNE OF PART
WORKPIECE MATERIAL: AISI416 STAINLESS STEEL
TOOL: ISCAR TRIGON INSERT WPEX-060402R08, COATED CARBIDE
NOTE: TWO TESTS YIELDED UNUSEABLE RESULTS - DISCARDED
ANALYSIS.
FROM
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Experimental data for the power and feed force measurements were each fitted to a
linear curve as a function of the product of the depth of cut and feed using [10]
Minitab's Regression Analysis (Figures 12 & 13). The regression equation describing
the best fit between the power force and the product of the depth of cut and feed is
POWER = 2.8+ 5249*FEED*DEPTH OF CUT. (34)
The standard deviation of the power force measurement about the regression line is
77.99 N.
The results of the MINITAB Regression and Analysis of Variance are contained in
Figures 14 and 15 (power and feed force analysis). The t-test for significance
determines whether there is any statistically significant evidence of an association
between the force measurement and the feed*depth of cut product. The first t-test
tests the null hypothesis that the coefficient of the product of the feed and depth of cut
is zero. For a 0.05 level of significance (and 15 degrees of freedom), the null
hypothesis is rejected if t < -2.131 or t > 2.131. The t-r *;;o was calculated to be 19.45, so
the null hypothesis is rejected. This value of t is highly significant, so the coefficient
is probably not zero.
The second t-test tests the null hypothesis that the constant (y-intercept) is zero. The t
ratio for the constant, 2.8, is 0.08. Again, the null hypothesis would be rejected if t <
- 2.131 or t > 2.131. Since t = 0.08 does not meet either criteria, the null hypothesis
cannot be rejected. This implies that the constant could be zero. This is expected since
an absence of feed or depth of cut would yield no force.
The MINITAB application package also calculates an analysis of variance on the
experimental data. An F-test is used to determine if the variation in the data can be
attributed to the regression factor, in this case the feed*depth of cut product. The
F-ratio for the power force measurements is calculated to be
F = MS Factor/MS Error = 2301935/6038 = 378.4.
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REGRESS
'FPOWER' ON 1 PREDICTOR,
' FEEDDC ' ;
SUBC.=
PREDICT FOR 'FEEDDC .
The regression equation is
FPOWER = 2.8 + 5249 FEEDDC
Predictor
Constant
FEEDDC
Coef
2.79
5243. o
Stdev
35.10
269.8
t-ratio
0.08
19.45
s = 77.99 R-sq = 96.4:
Analysis of Variance
R-sq ( ad j ) = 96.27.
SOURCE DF S3 MS
Regression 1 2301935 2301935
Erro r 14 i-. c
- cr r-. 6083
Total 15 2387092
Unusual Observations
Obs. FEEDDC FPOWER
7 0.294 1500.0
Fit Stdev.Fit
1545.9 53.8
Residual
-45.9
St . Resid
-0.81 X
denotes an obs. whose X value gives it large influence.
Fit Stdev. Fit 957. C.I. 957. P . I .
212.7 26.8 ( 155.2, 270 . 2 ) C 35.8, 389 . 7 )
643 . 1 19-9 [ 600.5, 685.7) [ 470 . 5 , 815.8)
774 . 3 '">'""} 4 ( 726.9, 821.8) ( 600 . 4 , 948 . 3 i
1031.5 30 . 7 [ 965.7, 1097.3) [ 851.7, 1211.3)
317.7
* IT A ( 267.4, 368 . 0 ) [ 143.0, 492.4)
134.0 29.7 < 70 . 2 , 197.8)
'
-45.1, 313.1)
J 545.9 53 . 8 1430.5, 1661.3) 1342.6, 1749. 1 )
1031 .5 30 . 7 965.7, 1097.3) 851.7, 1211.3)
517.2 19.7 474.9, 559.4) 344 . 6 , 639 . 7 )
134.0 29.7 ( 70 . 2 , 197.8) ( -45.1, 313.1)
317.7 23.4 267.4, 36S . 0 ) < 143.0, 492 . 4 "'
212.7 26.8 ( 155.2, 270 . 2 ) ( 35.8, 389 . 7 )
643 . 1 19.9 ( 600 . 5 , 685.7) ( 470.5, 815.8)
Continue?
774.3
jo,-
,; 474.9, 559. ^) ( 344.6. ,87.7;
22.1 ( 726.9, 821.8) ( 600.4. 948.3)
"'- i 273.0, 372.9) ( 148.3, 4<=7.1
X denote- ?-ow with X values away from the cent
f=l6(J* \N
DEGRESS
'FFEED'
ON 1 PREDICTOR, 'FEEDDC;
BUBO
PREDICT FOR 'FEEDDC.
The regression equation is
FFEED = - 26.8 + 3585 FEEDDC
Predictor
Constant
FEEDDC
Coef
-26.78
3584.9
Stdev
26.21
201 . 5
s = 58.24 R-sq = 95.87.
Analysis of Variance
t-ratio
-1.02
17.79
R-sq ( adj) = 95.57.
SOURCE DF SS MS
Regression 1 1073877 1073877
Error 14 47493 3392
Total 15 1121370
Unusual Observations
Obs. FEEDDC FFEED
7 0.294 1000.0
Fit Stdev. Fit
1027.2 40.2
Residua 1
-27.2
St. .Resid
-0.64 X
X denotes an obs. whose X value gives it large influence.
Fit
116.6
410.6
500 . 2
675.9
188.3
62.8
1027.2
675,
324
62,
188,
116,
410,
,9
,5
,8
,6
,6
Continue'
>td
20.
14.
16.
17.
40.
14.
7.51
20.
14.
957. C.I . 957. P . I .
73.7, 159.6) ( -15.5. 248.7)
378.8, 442.4) ( 281.6, 539. 5)
464.7, 535.7) ( 370.3, 630 . 1 )
626.7, 725.0) ( 541.6, 810. 1 )
1 50 . 8 , 225.9) ( 57 . 8 , 318.8)
15.2, 110.5) ( -70 . 9 . 196.6)
941.0,. 1113.4) ( 875.4, 1179.0)
626 . 7 , 725.0) ( 541.6, 810.1)
293 . 0 , 356.1) ( 195.7, 453.4 )
15.2, 110.5) ( -70.9, 196.6)
1 50 . 8 , 225.9) ( 57.8, 318.8)
73 . 7 , 159.6) ( -15.5, 248.7)
378.8, 442.4) ( 2ei.6, 539 - 5 )
VM REA I
191.9
denotes a
14.7 t 293.0, 3 56. 1 ) ( 1
" 5 .
16.5 ( 464 . 7 , 535.7) ( 370.
J. 7 . 4 l 154.6, 229.2)
/ 61
;ith X values way from the iter
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FIGURE
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For a 0.10 level of significance, the F01 i 2 test ratio is 4.60. Since 378.4 is larger than
the calculated F-ratio, it can be stated that the variation in the data is affected by the
regression factor. The degree by which the regression factor affects the data is
measured by the square of the corellation coefficient. The total sum of squared
deviations, written Total SS, is a measure of the variation of the power force about its
mean. The regression SS is the amount of this variation which is explained by the
regression line. The fraction of variation explained by the equation is the ratio of the
Regression SS to the Total SS. Here that value is 2301935/2387092 = 0.964.
This value is also known as the squared correlation coefficient. That is, 96.4% of the
variation in the power force can be ascribed to the relationship between the power
force and the feed-depth of cut product.
A similar analysis was generated for the feed force measurements. The regression
equation is
FEED= -26.8 + 3585*feedrate*depth of c^t (Figure 13). (35)
The standard deviation of the feed force measurement about the regression line is
58.24 N. Again the results of a t-test on the significance of the constant show that the
regression line could indeed pass through the origin.
The F-ratio for the feed force measurements is calculated to be F = 1073877/3392 =
316.6. This F ratio is larger than the F o. 1,1,14 test ratio so it can be said that the
variation in the data is due to the regression factor. The fraction of variation
explained by the regression equation for the feed force as a function of the feed-depth
of cut product is 1073877/1121370 = 0.958. That is, 95.8% of the variation in the feed
force can be ascribed to the relationship between the feed force and the product of the
feed rate and depth of cut.
The predicted values of the forces for the actual a*s settings tested are given in Figures
14 and 15. The second column of each table gives the estimated standard deviation of
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these fitted y values. These standard deviations are used to determine the confidence
intervals (column 3) for the population mean of all force measurements
corresponding to a given a*s value. The 95% confidence interval for the mean of all
force measurements corresponding to a given a*s value is given by
(fit)+/-t*(stddevoffit).
This means that there is 95% confidence that cutting forces generated at that a*s
setpoint will lie within that range. The fourth column, the prediction interval, is a
95% confidence interval for a single sample rather than a population. Note that the
negative values are not physically possible in this situation and the lower limit in
each of these cases is zero.
The corellation coefficients of the statistical analysis indicate that the linear
approximation is a reasonable expression of the relationship between the cutting
forces and the product of the feed rate and depth of cut. The results of the t-tests
substantiate the claim that the relationship is described by a straigh: ILie passing
through the origin.
Kirk's data for similar test conditions were compared to the values calculated from
the regression equation using Minitab's Analysis of Variance. The data used in this
analysis is in Tables 3 & 4 (power and feed). The data for Kirk's measurements were
estimated from Figure 16, which was published in his paper. The force measurement
estimates were taken at the same values of the feed 'depth of cut product used in my
experiment. The two way analysis of variance application program did not allow for
the use of varying sample sizes between the two lab samples. Since replication data
could not be obtained for Kirk's data, means were calculated for my data. The results
of the two-way analysis of variation on the power force data (Table 5) shows that the
F-ratio (testing the hypothesis that the variation in the results of the two experiments
is due to the lab differences) is
F ratio = 11704/754 = 15.52.
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mm/rev
The test value is FQ ^1/2 = 18.51. Since the calculated F ratio is smaller than the test
ratio, there is no statistically significant evidence that the variation in the data is due
to the difk ^nces in the lab set-ups. The variation between the two experiments can
be easily explained, in part, by the fact that the tool material and grade used by Kirk
was unknown and, a different grade of stainless was used in each test. Also, the
amount of tool flank wear allowed to develop was not controlled in either
experiment. This is probably a significant secondary variable. The F ratio for the feed
force experiments is
F = 247/535 = 0.46 (ref: Table 6).
Again, this is less than the test ratio of Fq -i i 2 so there is no evidence that the
variation in the test data is attributable to differences in the lab set-up.
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TABLE 3
ANOVA DATA - COMPARING EXPERIMENT DATA TO KIRK'S DATA
ROW POWER FORCE (N)
1
2
3
4
5
6
( LAB SET POFNTS
115 1 2
640 1 1
280 1 3
760 2 1
160 2 2
380 2 3
TABLE 4
ANOVA DATA - COMPARING EXPERIMENT DATA TO KIRK'S RESULTS
ROW FEED FORCE (N) LAB SET POINTS
1 2
1 1
1 3
2 1
2 2
2 3
SET POINTS:
1. FEED = 0.005 FN/REV, DEPTH OF CUT = 0.020"
2. FEED = 0.005 IN/REV, DEPTH OF CUT = 0.098"
3. FEED = 0.005 IN/REV, DEPTH OF CUT = 0.049"
1 53.5
2 380
3 160
4 330
5 65
6 160
LAB:
1-RPI
2- KIRK DATA
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TABLE 5
TWO-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIATION RESULTS ON POWER FORCE DATA
SOURCE DOF SS MS
LAB 1 11704 11704
SETTING 2 326908 163454
ERROR 2 1508 754
TOTAL 5 340121
TABLE 6
TWO-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIATION RESULTS ON FEED FORCE DATA
SOURCE DOFSS MS
LAB 1 247 247
SETTING 2 90429 45215
ERROR 2 1069 535
TOTAL 5 91745
Kirk, et al have shown very good correlation between their analytical model and
experimental data. This fact, the regression analysis results, and the good
correlation between the two experiments substantiates the use of Kirk's matrix
model equations in estimating the cutting forces for the optimization model
developed in this report. The good correllation between the results of Kirk's
experimental work and that done for this study allow for the usage of Kirk's radial
force data in estimating parameters such as the workpiece material shear stress, the
friction angle, and the chip flow angle for the cutting test done for this study.
The chip flow angle, r|, is
determined empirically by dividing the radial cutting force
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equation (31) by the feed force equation (30). The result of that calculation is the
relationship
*1 = tan _1 (Fradial/Ffeed)- <36>
This equation was applied to three data points from the experiment done for this
study. These data points were set at a feed rate and depth of cut which allowed
extrapolation of a radial force estimate from Kirk's data plot. Since Kirk's data was
collected at only one feed rate, the number of potential data points for these
calculations was five. The two data points at the lower end of the depth of cut range
yielded unreasonably large values of the chip flow angle. Because Kirk's
experimental data in this depth of cut range did not agree with his theoretical
predictions as well as the rest of his data, those points were not used in obtaining the
estimates for the cutting equation parameters. The individual chip flow angles, n,
calculated at the three data points used are included in Table 7. The average chip
flow angle used to calculate the cutting parameters for this experiment was
estimated at 19.5 and is included in Table 7.
The coefficient of friction was calculated from the relationship u = tan
_1 (3, where |3
is the friction angle. This angle is calculated by rewriting the equation for the feed
force as
Ffeed = _cos ^Fpower*1311 (P"an>' (37)
and solving for |3. The values of the cutting force components and the chip flow
angle are known at this point. The normal rake angle, aR, is calculated from the
equation
sin ccn = (sin aQ
-
sin2 i)/cos2 i. (38)
After determining the normal rake angle to be zero for this experiment, the feed
force equation was applied to the same data points used to calculate the chip flow
angle and the average coefficient of friction was determined to be 0.49.
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Finally, the workpiece material shear stress was calculated using the method
suggested by the Tool and Manufacturing Engineers Handbook [5]. The editors
suggest that
Ts = (Fpower*sin Vcos ^n "
Ffeed*cos2 <l>n)/(aeV- (39)
This requires an estimate of the normal shear angle for the experiment. A value for
the shear angle was estimated to be 20 (see Appendix 4). The above equation was
used to calculate the shear stress at the same discrete data points used to calculate u
and r\. The average shear stress was determined to be 478 MPa.
TABLE 7
EMPIRICALLY DETERMFNED CUTTFNG PARAMETERS
FOR AISI 416 STAINLESS STEEL WORKPIECE AND A COATED CARBIDE TOOL
REFNUM s (mm/ rev) a (mm) Fpower(N) Ffeed(N) Fradial(N) n u xg (MPa)
16 0.1 2.5 600 360 100 15.5 .43 465
7 0.1 2.5 680 400 100 14.0 .39 531
13 0.1 1.3 280 160 90 29.0 .65 438
AVERAGE 19.5 .49 478
The average cutting parameter values calculated for this experiment are all slightly
lower than the values obtained by Kirk for his experiment. This is not surprising as
a different grade of stainless was used in each experiment, and the cutting tool and
cutting position geometries are not known for his experiment. The numbers
calculated for this experiment are reasonable for this tool-workpiece material
combination and the cutting geometry of the test.
Having determined the cutting parameters above, the matrix model cutting
equations are applied to the feed rate - depth of cut setpoints used in the experiment
for this study. The cutting force equations for the power and feed components ,
equations 29 and 30 , are
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Fpower = ts*ae*se*cos([3-ae)/[sin (|>e
*
cos(<|>e + (3 -ae)] and,
Ffeed = -cos n *[ xs*ae*se*sin(|3-ae)/[sin Ye
*
cos(<|>e + p -ae)]].
Using the average cutting parameters in Table 7, the power cutting forces are
estimated and then compared to the actual data. Tables 8 and 9 contain the values
of the cutting forces as estimated by the matrix model theory and the experimentally
measured values. A comparison of the data show that the experimental power
force data was more than 30% greater than the theoretically predicted values in test
numbers 14, 15, 6, and 5. After each of tests 14 and 15, the tool was changed and
subsequent measurements agree more closely with the predicted values. During
tests 6 and 5, the tool showed signs of flank wear, but could not be replaced. In all
other tests, the predicted and actual values agreed within 30%. Use of a cutting
lubricant would lower the actual cutting forces, thereby improving the agreement
between the theoretical estimates and actual data. A similar comparison of the
actual and theoretical values for the feed force showed analogous results. In each of
tests 14, 15, 6, and 5, the variation between the actual and predicted values was high.
In general, the feed force predictions did not agree with experimental data as well as
the power force predictions did. This could be partially explained by a poor estimate
of the chip flow angle, n. Overall, the extent of the agreement between the
theoretical and experimental data substantiates the use of these equations in the
optimization model.
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TABLE 8
COMPARISON OF THE THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL VALUES
OF THE POWER FORCE
percent variation
21.4
2.2
26.6
15.2
15.9
3.8
13.6
5.7
29.5
25.0
3.9
5.6
9.9
8.9
29.5
28.3
WM Fpower (N) Fpowier (N)
experimental theory
3 140 170
16 600 613
14 900 600
18 1000 848
11 320 269
1 130 125
17 1500 1320
9 900 848
15 600 423
10 100 125
2 280 269
12 180 170
7 680 613
13 280 325
6 600 423
5 920 660
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TABLE 9
COMPARISON OF THE THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL VALUES
OF THE FEED FORCE
percent variation
20.8
5.6
39.0
29.8
0.0
20.2
26.7
21.5
41.2
32.7
15.4
5.0
15.0
5.6
41.2
39.2
REFNUM Ffeed (N) Ffeed (N)
experimental theory
3 120 95
16 360 340
14 600 366
18 650 471
11 150 150
1 55 69
17 1000 733
9 600 471
15 400 235
10 52 69
2 130 150
12 100 95
7 400 340
13 160 169
6 4000 235
5 600 365
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3.2.3 Application of the Depth of Cut Constraints
Having calculated the three components of the cutting force, the model calculates the
resultant force generated by the machining process
Fr = [Fpower2 + Ffeed2 + ^radial2]1 /2- (40)
The resultant force, Fr is compared against the maximum allowable force on the tool.
This value is usually specified by the tool manufacturer. If not, a default value is
assigned. If the maximum allowable force on the tool is exceeded, the depth of cut is
reduced by 0.254 millimeters, the cutting forces are recalculated and the comparison of
the new resultant force is made against the specified limit. This procedure is repeated
until the resultant force is less than the maximum allowable force on the tool. If the
minimum depth of cut recommmended by the manufacturer is reached without
satisfying the tool force constraint, the depth of cut is set at amjn, and the feed is
reduced by 0.01 mm/rev. until the constraint is satisfied. If the constraint cannot be
met before reaching the minimum allowable depth of cut, an error message is
written.
Having satisfied the constraint on the tool force, the model then calculates the
maximum amount of deflection which the tool will experience if the workpiece is
assumed to be rigid. The maximum deflection is calculated with the following
equation:
TOOL DEFLECTION =Ffeed *LTx3/(3.*E*b*h3/4.) (41)
where LT = length of tool overhang, mm. E = Young's modulus, N/mm2, b = width
of tool holder shank, mm and h = height of tool holder shank, mm. If the amount of
tool deflection exceeds the limit set by the user (based on diametral tolerance or
surface finish requirements), then the model returns to the subroutine which reduces
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first the depth of cut, and if necessary, the feed rate, until Ffeed does not cause
excessive tool deflection.
The last depth of cut constraint to be evaluated is that which limits the amount of
workpiece deflection. The model assumes that the workpiece is cantilevered on the
lathe, i.e. no steadyrests or tail supports are used. The model was developed for a
single pass machining operation. These operations can be performed on two different
types of equipment. The first is a lathe with a continuous bar stock feed. On such
equipment, the workpiece is being moved past the tool which is mounted in a fixed
turret. For these cases, the maximum part deflection need only be calculated at the
minimum part diameter being turned. For smaller, more conventional pieces of
equipment, the tool moves past the workpiece which is fixed on the lathe. For this
scenario, the workpiece deflection is calculated at each diameter, at the position
furthest from the workpiece support. The deflection of the workpiece is caused by two
loads, the radial (thrust) force component (ZDEFLECTION), and the moment
generated by the power force (XDEFLECTION). It is assumed that the tool is rigid. The
equations used to calculate Ine deflections are
Z-DEFLECTION = -64.0*(Fradial*Lx3)/(3*E*7C*D4) (42)
and,
X-DEFLECTION = 64.0*(Fpower*Lx3)/(3*E*7t*D4) (43)
where LY = distance from workpiece support to tool position, mm, E = Young's
?v.
Modulus, N/mm2, and D = workpiece diameter, mm.
The total amount of deflection is given by
DEFLECTION =
[X-DEFLECTION2 + Z-DEFLECTION2]1/2. (44)
Again, if the workpiece deflection exceeds the
amount specified by the user to achieve
diametral tolerance or surface finish requirements, the model returns to the
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subroutine which reduces the depth of cut, and if necessary feed rate, until the
constraint is met. A conservative default value for the maximum amount of
deflection allowable will be offered by the program. However, to optimize the
effectiveness of this program, empirically determined values are necessary.
The cutting force components are also used to determine whether the workholding
constraints are met. However, evaluation of these constraints requires knowledge of
the cutting speed.
3.3 Determination of the Economical Cutting Speed
The selection of the cutting speed can be based upon one of two criteria - minimum
production cost or minimum production time. Each of these criteria refer to that
required for the production of a single component. This model was developed to
yield the minimum cost of production. Determination of the economical cutting
speed requires a knowledge of the -.uuation defining the production cost of a single
component. One widely accepted form of this equation is that used by L. Alting [3]
U = AvT/(MT + Mtct + ct) (45)
where
U = metal removed per unit cost, (mm3/$)
A = cross sectional area of chip (a*s), (mm2)
T = tool life (min.)
v = cutting speed (m/min)
M = machine operation rate, i.e. burden rate ($)
tct = tool changing time (min.)
ct = tool cost per cutting
edge ($/cutting edge).
Given Taylor's tool-life equation, v = CT"n, U can be expressed as
U = AC(T1'n)/(MT + Mtct + ct) (46)
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where C = specific cutting speed for a twenty minute tool life and n is Taylor's
constant. Both values are specific to the tool-workpiece material combination.
Taking the partial derivative of this equation for U with respect to the tool life,T, will
yield the equation for economical tool life, Te
Te = (tct + (ct/M))((l/n)-l). (47)
The derivation of this equation is included in Appendix 5. The economical tool life
calculated is then compared to the maximum tool life for allowable flank wear. This
is the tool life,TL, for feed rate, s, at which the maximum allowable amount of flank
wear is incurred. This value is generally determined empirically. For this
tool-workpiece combination, the maximum allowable tool life, T^,was estimated at
480 minutes. If the economical tool life calculated is less than the allowable tool life
for flank wear,T/L, then Te is used in the Taylor tool-life equation to determine the
economical cutting speed, ve
ve = C*Te'n. (48)
But, if the economical tool life is greater than the allowable tool life for flank wear,
Tt , the latter is used in the Taylor tool-life equation to calculate the cutting speed.
The cutting speed, ve, calculated from Taylor's
equation is then compared against the
maximum and minimum allowable cutting speeds for the lathe. If either of these
conditions are violated, the cutting speed is adjusted accordingly.
One unique feature of the work by Hinduja, Petty, Tester and Barrow [l]is their
thorough analysis of the workholding limitations. While most researchers allude to
the fact that these should be included in an
optimization method, few provide any
information as to how they would be used. The constraints and corresponding
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equations defined by these authors are described below and are incorporated into the
computer program. The failure modes for the workholding limitations to be
considered are:
1. axial slip
2. circumferential slip.
The workholding methods evaluated here are for collet and chuck-type workholding
devices only. No steadyrests or tail supports are assumed used. Additionally, it is
assumed that the part is being gripped on its external surface.
Axial slip can be prevented if the cutting force component in the feed direction is less
than the gripping force exerted by the workholding device, i.e.
Ffeed < rV(Fci " mco2rj) (49)
where
u = coefficient of friction
Fcj = clamping force of the collet or chuck when stationary, N
Fci = FpowerVFS/(ua*N>rg) ^ref: ^ (50>
where FS = safety factor, Nj= number of chuck jaws,
rj =radius at cut, mm, and rg = gripping radius, mm.
m = mass of the workpiece, kgf-secz/m
co = angular velocity of the workpiece, rad/sec
rj = radius of gyration of the workholding device, mm.
The maximum allowable speed to prevent axial slip, Ncmax (rpm), is given by
Nv = (60/(2*7i))[(Fci
- Ffeed/na)/(m-rj)]1/2. (51)
"cmax
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Circumferential slip occurs if the torque acting on the component is more than the
frictional torque, or
Fpower*ri< Hc*rg*(Fci - mco2rj). (52)
The maximum allowable speed to prevent circumferential slip is thus given by
Nccmax=(60/(2*7i))*[(Fci-(Fpower*r/(uc*rg)))/(m*rj)]1/2. (53)
If either Ncmax or Nccmax is lower than economical cutting speed, then the cutting
speed is adjusted accordingly.
The last velocity dependent constraint to be considered is the lathe power
requirement. To verify that the lathe has sufficient power available to cut at the
previously determined machining setpoints, the required lutl.e horsepower is
calculated. The power requirements for turning are determined by application of the
following equations:
Pc= U*ve*C*s*a/(60*EL) [ref: 5] (58)
where
Pc = power at the cutting tool, kW
Up = unit power
Cf = feed correction factor
ve = economical cutting speed,
m/min
a = depth of cut, mm
s = feed rate, mm /rev
EL = efficiency of lathe.
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The specific power consumption is defined as the power required to remove a
material at a rate of 1000 cubic millimeters per second. The unit power is calculated
from the following equation:
Up = Fr/(s*a) (59)
where Fr = resultant cutting force (N) and all other variables are defined above. The
power requirement also varies with the feed rate. This feed rate correction factor can
be found, along with the specific cutting power for numerous materials in the Tool
and Manufacturing Engineer's Handbook f5l. The data in Table 10 was used in a
regression analysis (Figure 18) to determine a relationship between the feed rate and
correction factor which could be used in the model. The relationship between the
correction factor, Cf, and the feed rate, s, is:
Cf = [0.566 - 0.099*ln(25.4*s)]2.(60)
The feed rate correction factor decreases as the feed rate increases. This is explained by
the fact that as the undeformed chip thickness increases (by increasing feed rate), the
power consumption increases, but the change in the power requirement is smaller
than the increase in the metal removal rate.
TABLE 10
DATA USED IN REGRESSION ANALYSIS TO ESTABLISH RELATIONSHIP
DEFFNFNG FEED RATE CORRECTION FACTOR
ROW FEED RATE (IN /REV) CORRECTION FACTOR
1 0.003 1-32
2 0.005 1-16
3 0.010 1-04
4 0.012 1-00
5 0.015 0.96
6 0.021 0.89
7 0.030 0.83
8 0.040 0.79
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The mechanical efficiency of the lathe must also be taken into consideration when
calculating the required lathe power. Estimates of the lathe efficiencies are given in
the Tool and Manufacturing Engineer's handbook. For direct spindle drives, the
efficiency is 90% or less, 85% for one-belt drives, and 70% or less for two belt drives
and geared heads.
The power requirement calculated above assumes a sharp cutting edge. As the tool
wears, the power requirement will increase. Power requirements can be reduced by
increasing the tool rake angle in a positive direction or utilizing molded in chip
breakers. This calulated value estimating the lathe power requirement is compared
to the (user defined) lathe power limit recommended by the manufacturer. If this
limit is exceeded, the cutting velocity is recalculated to satisfy this constraint.
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4.0 Application of the Model
Application #1
Turret = 20.0 mm
Ra = 0.8 urn
DBS = 13.0 mm
TLCOST = $8.00
TLCHTM = 10.0 min.
BURDEN = 0.25 $/min
NOSRAD = 0.4 mm
too < 2O.0-
4(, 4> 12
Results: Feed Rate = 0.101 mm/rev
Depth of Cut = 3.50 mm
Cutting Speed = 41 .6 m/min
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Application #2
Turret = 20.0 mm
Ra = 0.6 urn
DBS = 22.0 mm
TLCOST = 8.0 $/min
TLCHTM = 10min.
BURDEN = 0.25 $/min
NOSRAD = 0.6mm **
7^r
1
^0.6 + -3.o. -*?- #+.0
Results: Feed Rate = 0.1 08 mm/rev
Depth of Cut = 4.0 mm
Cutting Speed = 71 .5 m/min
** Recommended nose radius increase to achieve 0.6 mm surface finish
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5.0 Conclusions and Recommendations for Further Study
The results of this study have been incorporated into an interactive software
applications program which yields the optimum depth of cut, feed rate, and cutting
speed for the economical production of a given turned part. Such a program is
useful in eliminating the iterative trial and error approach typically used to
determine these cutting parameters. The latter approach will identify cutting
parameters which provide the dimensional and surface finish specifications required
for the workpiece, but does not minimize the cost of production. Further, use of this
program will enable the manufacturer to profitably produce low volume runs on
many different part numbers, where the first part is both cost effective and fit for
function.
The cutting experiment results support the use of Kirk's [ 8 ] matrix model for the
estimation of the cutting forces generated in a turning operation. Use of these
equations requires knowledge of the workpiece material shear stress and several
angles - the chip flow angle, the effective shear angle, the effective rake angle, and
the friction angle. While the effective shear and rake angles can be determined from
the geometric properties of the tool (Appendix 4 ), the others must be obtained from
published data or through experimental methods. To optimize the effectiveness of
this application program, these values should be determined empirically. This
requires the completion of cutting force experiments on a lathe instrumented with a
three component lathe dynamometer. Measurement of the three components of the
cutting force, for the workpiece-tool material combinations frequently selected by a
machining center, will provide the user with a valuable data base for estimating the
optimum cutting parameters.
While the program suggests values for the maximum tool and part deflections
allowable, these values should also be determined experimentally for the equipment
and dimensional specifications typical of that machining center's work. The
maximum amount of flank wear tolerable for several surface finish requirements
should also be determined. Determination of the allowable flank wear for each
surface finish specification should also consider the tool nose radius as a variable.
Having determined the maximum amount of flank wear tolerable for each surface
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rimsh-i\ose radius combination, the allowable tool life can be established. The
allowable tool life value will vary if the cutting lubricant is changed. It is generally
believed that the allowable tool life (based on wear criteria) is influenced by a large
number of variables. The values determined experimentally may only provide a
rough order of magnitude estimate.
Any machining center wishing to optimize their manufacturing process for the
greatest economic advantage should give serious consideration to the purchase of a
three component lathe dynamometer. To compete effectively against low cost, off
shore producers, manufacturing decisions should be based on both technical and
economical information. The generation of a tool-workpiece material parameter
data base, as well as an understanding of the limitations of the hardware for various
dimensional and finish specifications, would greatly increase the efficiency of a
manufacturing center.
The complete manufacture of a cylindrical part generally requires the use of
machining processes in addition to forward turning. This creates a complex problem
where cutting parameters must be optimized for several different processes.
Throughout the literature search, no attempts at such a solution were uncovered.
Since forward turning is the most widely used machining process, the greatest
economic gains are to be made by optimizing cutting parameters for this process.
Also, the original intent of this thesis was to optimize the cutting parameters for a
finishing operation. While the program calculates optimum conditions for the
finishing operation, it does provide the user with information as to whether a
roughing cut or bar stock diameter change is necessary. The program output
includes the depth of roughing cut required. The study could easily be extended to
optimize cutting conditions for several roughing cuts when necessary. The most
significant change to the model would be the elimination of the surface finish
constraint in determining the optimum feed rate.
Because it was assumed that relatively light cuts would be taken, the model does not
consider the probability of the onset of chatter. Chatter consideration would require
knowledge of the dynamic characteristics of the entire system
- lathe, tool mount,
and workpiece. The determination of the transfer function for this system would be
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necessary. An accurate model would require extensive testing of each system. This
would be an interesting and challenging task for further study. Knowledge of the
transfer function and lathe and tool physical parameters would allow for extension
of this study to the estimation of cutting parameters for roughing cuts.
The development of this model uncovered many areas for future study. As more
high cost CNC machines are added to the manufacturing center, improving
productivity, flexibility, and profitability becomes necessary to justify the initial cost
of the equipment. The application of manufacturing and mechanical engineering
principles to the machining center is quickly being recognized as a method of
improving their productivity, flexibility, and profitability. More sophisticated
methods of monitoring the machining process in real time will eliminate the
uncertainty regarding allowable tool life and tool or part deflections.
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Appendix 1
User Defined Parameters and Specifications for Numerical Model
To maximize the versatility of the optimization model, numerous lathe, tool, and
workpiece parameters and specifications are established as user defined variables.
These parameters and specifications are unique to the lathe and tool selected as well
as to the material and geometry of the workpiece. Listed below are the variable
names used in the optimization program and their definitions:
Machine Parameters
NLMAX = maximum allowable spindle speed, rpm
NLMIN = minimum allowable spindle speed, rpm
LATPWR = lathe horsepower available, kW
SLMAX = maximum feed rate of lathe, mm /rev
SLMIN = minimum feed rate of lathe, mm /rev
ALMAX = maximum depth of cut of lathe, mm
ALMFN = minimum depth of cut of lathe, mm
ELATHE = lathe efficiency
TURRET = distance from end of workholder to tool position on turret, mm. Used
for automatic feed CNC lathes.
LTYPE = lathe type - automatic feed (1) - part moves past fixed tool postion
manual part change (2) - tool moves on carriage past part.
FS = safety factor on workholding force of lathe.
DOJ = outer diameter of collet or chuck, mm
NJ = number of chuck jaws
LJ = length of contact between chuck and workpiece, mm
DENSTC = density of work holder material kg/mm3
Tool Parameters and Specifications
ETOOL = Young's modulus of the tool material, MPa
LTOOL = length of tool overhang, i.e. from end of toolholder to cutting edge, mm
ATMI\ = minimum depth of cut recommended for tool, mm.
ATMAX = maximum depth of cut recommended for tool, mm
STMFM = minimum feed rate recommended for tool, mm /rev
STMAX = maximum feed rate recommended for tool, mm /rev
NTMFN = minimum cutting speed recommended for tool, rev /min
NTMAX = maximum cutting speed recommended for tool, rev /min
NOSRAD = nose radius of tool, mm.
BRAKE = tool's back rake angle, rad
SRAKE = tool's side rake angle, rad
FNCLIN = inclination angle on tool (a geometric property), rad. See Figure 3.
SIDCUT = tool side cutting edge angle, rad.
TN = constant for Taylor's tool-life equation C=VTn.
TLDEFL = allowable tool deflection, mm.
ALIGN = angle at which tool is inclined to the axial centerline of hte workpiece, rad.
BS= width of tool holder shank, mm.
H = height of tool holder shank, mm.
TFW = allowable tool life for flank wear,min.
Workpiece Specifications and Parameters
EPART = Young's Modulus for workpiece material, N/mm2
DENSIT = workpiece material density, kg/mm3
PTDEFL = maximum deflection of workpiece allowed, mm
SURFAC = surface finish requirement, |im, rms
WWCOEFF = coefficient of friction between workpiece and workholder
SHEAR = shear strength of workpiece material, MPa
DBS = bar stock diameter, mm.
L(i) = length of itn diameter to be machined on part, mm
D(i) = finished diameter of ith section to be cut, mm
Tool-Workpiece Parameters
TWCOEFF = coefficient of friction betwen the tool and workpiece materials
TAYLOR = specific cutting speed for a 20 minute
tool life, m/min (used in Taylor s
equation)
ASHEAR = effective shear angle ,rad (appendix 3)
Economic Parameters
TLCOST = cost of one insert, $
EDGE = number of cutting edges on insert
TLCHTM = tool changing time, min.
BURDEN = burden rate of machining department, $/min
Other
ADELTA = incremental adjustment to depth of cut for force reduction, mm
SDELTA = incremental adjustment to feed rate for force reduction, mm/rev
X(l) = initial guess at effective rake angle, rad
X(2) = initial guess at chip flow angle, rad
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Source File: NEWTURN
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Program Unit : TURN Entry: 00000444 Options: LDBUK
00001 C OPTIMIZATION OF CNC LATHE TURNING CONDITIONS FOR ECONOMICAL CONSIDERATIONS
00002
PROGRAMMER: ROSE BOTHNER
DATE: MARCH 1990
00003 C
00004 C
00005
00006
00007 C
00008 C
00009 C
00010 C
00011 C
00012 C
00013 C
00014 C
00015 C
00016
00017 C
00018
00019
00020
00021
00022
00023
00024
00025
00026
00027
00028
00029
00030
00031
00032
00033
00034
00035
00036
00037
00038
00039
00040
00041
00042
00043
00044
00045
00046
00047
00048
00049
00050
00051
00052
00053
00054
00055
THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE ECONOMICAL CUTTING SPEED, FEED RATE
AND DEPTH OF CUT IN AN EXTERNAL TURNING OPERATION. THE PROGRAM IS
INTERACTIVE, REQUIRING THE USER TO INPUT INFORMATION ON THE PART
GEOMETRY AND SPECIFICATIONS. THE PROGRAM CONTAINS DEFAULT VALUES
FOR THE TOOL, LATHE, AND TOOL-WORKPIECE PARAMETERS. THESE DEFAULT
VALUES ARE FOR A COATED CARBIDE TRIGON TOOL INSERT, A CITIZEN CINCOM
F16/F20 LATHE, AND A MARTENSITIC STAINLESS STEEL WORKPIECE. THE
USER HAS THE OPPORTUNITY TO CHANGE ANY OF THESE DEFAULT VALUES TO
REFLECT THEIR MACHINING CONDITIONS. ALL VALUES ARE METRIC.
PROGRAM TURN
PARAMETER (PI=3 . 1415926356,MAXM=2,MAXN=2)
INTRINSIC MIN, MAX, SIN, COS,ATAN, TAN, LOG, SORT,ASIN, ABS
EXTERNAL EQUATION, DERIVATIVE
COMMON BRAKE, INCLIN, FRICTN, DBS,
& SHEAR, TURRET, EPART, ETOOL, LTOOL, LJ, DOJ,
& NJ,WWCOEF,TWCOEF,DENSTC,MASS,RG
LOGICAL*l NEWTON, GAUSS, SCPIVOT
CHARACTER*3 LATHE*3, LTYPE*3, TOOL*3, TOOLHD*3,
TWPARM* 3 , MATL* 3
REAL*4 A(MAXN,MAXN) ,B(MAXN) ,X(MAXN) ,Y(MAXN) ,NLMAX,NLMIN
REALM NTMAX,NTMIN,NOSRAD, INCLIN, EPART, PTDEFL, MASS,MH,MV
REALM MO,MHMAX,MVMAX,NJ,LATPWR,PI,LJ,L(20) ,D(20) , LTOOL
REALM MIN,MAX,LOG,MI,NMAX,NCSMAX,NASMAX
INTEGERM ICOL (MAXN) ,P,XPOS,K, SECTON
WRITE (9,*) 'THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE CUTTING SPEED,
'
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'M/MIN,FEED RATE , MM/MIN, AND DEPTH OF CUT,
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'MM, FOR AN EXTERNAL TURNING OPERATION.
'
WRITE (9,*) ' '
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00056
00057
00058
00059
00060
00061
00062
00063
00064
00065
00066
00067
00068
00069
00070
00071
00072
00073
00074
00075
00076
00077
00078
00079
00080
00081
00082
00083
00084
00085
00086
00087
00088
00089
00090
00091
00092
00093
00094
00095
00096
00097
00098
00099
00100
00101
00102
00103
00104
00105
00106
00107
00108
00109
00110
00111
00112
00113 C
WRITE (9,*) 'USE OF THIS INTERACTIVE PROGRAM REQUIRES'
WRITE (9,*) '
WRITE (9,*) 'KNOWLEDGE OF THE LATHE, TOOL, AND WORKPIECE '
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'MATERIAL SPECIFICATIONS AS WELL AS SOME '
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'ECONOMICAL FACTORS. SINCE MUCH OF THIS '
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'TECHNICAL INFORMATION IS USUALLY NOT READILY '
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'AVAILABLE, THE PROGRAM OFFERS DEFAULT VALUES '
WRITE (9,*) '
WRITE (9,*) 'WHENEVER POSSIBLE. '
WRITE (9,*) 'PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE'
PAUSE
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'THESE DEFAULT VALUES ARE '
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'APPLICALBLE ONLY WHEN A STAINLESS STEEL PART '
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'IS BEING TURNED BY A COATED CARBIDE TOOL ON A'
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'CNC LATHE. IF THESE CONDITIONS ARE NOT MET, '
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'USING THE DEFAULT VALUES WILL PRODUCE
'
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'INACCURATE RESULTS.
'
WRITE (9,*) '
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) ' PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE
'
PAUSE
WRITE (9,*)
WRITE (9,*)
WRITE (9,*)
WRITE (9,*)
WRITE (9,*)
NLMAX = 7500.
MAX LATHE SPEED RPM
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00114 NLMIN = 100.
00115 C
00116 LATPWR =3.73
00117 C
00118 SLMAX =0.7
00119 C
00120 SLMIN = 0.003
00121 c
00122 ALMAX = 12.0
00123 c
00124 ALMIN =0.02
00125 c
00126 ELATHE =0.9
00127 c
00128 LTYPE = 'YES'
00129 c
00130 TURRET =25.
00131 c
00132 LATHE = 'NO'
00133 TOOL = 'NO'
00134
00135 ATMIN = 0.4
00136 c
00137 ATMAX =4.0
00138 c
00139 STMIN =0.09
00140 c
00141 STMAX =0.2
00142 w
00143 VTMIN = 122.0
00144 c
00145 VTMAX =244.
00146 c
00147 NOSRAD = 0.4
00148 c
00149 BRAKE =0.0
00150 c
00151 SRAKE = 0.0873
00152 c
00153 SIDCUT =0.0
00154 c
00155 EDGE = 3.
00156 c
00157 TOOLHD = 'NO'
00158
00159 ETOOL = 206843.
00160 c
00161 BS = 19.0
00162 c
00163 H = 19.0
00164 c
00165 ALIGN =0.0
00166 c
00167 LTOOL = 20.
00168 c
00169 EPART = 193053.
00170 c
00171 DENSIT = 0.00000791
MIN LATHE SPEED
LATHE POWER SPEC
MAX LATHE FEED RATE MM/REV
MIN LATHE FEED RATE
MAX LATHE DEPTH OF CUT MM
MIN LATHE DEPTH OF CUT
LATHE EFFICIENCY
FIXED POSITION TURRET LATHE
DISTANCE FROM TOOL TIP TO WORK HOLDER MM
MIN TOOL DEPTH OF CUT MM
MAX TOOL DEPTH OF CUT
MIN TOOL FEED RATE MM/REV
MAX TOOL FEED RATE
MIN TOOL SPEED M/MIN
MAX TOOL SPEED
TOOL NOSE RADIUS MM
TOOL BACK RAKE ANGLE RAD
TOOL SIDE RAKE ANGLE RAD
TOOL SIDE CUTTING EDGE ANGLE RAD
NUMBER OF CUTTING TOOLS ON INSERT
YOUNG'S MODULUS OF TOOL N/MM2
WIDTH OF TOOL SHANK MM
HEIGHT OF TOOL SHANK MM
ANGLE OF TOOL ORIENTATION TO PART AXIS RAD
LENGTH OF TOOL OVERHANG FROM TOOL HOLDER MM
YOUNG'S MODULUS OF WORKPIECE N/MM2
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SHEAR = 478.
WWCOEF =0.4
TWPARM = 'NO'
TWCOEF =0 . 4
TN = .27
TAYLOR = 164.
ASHEAR = 0.332
TLDEFL =0.10
PTDEFL =0.11
TFW = 400.
DOJ = 75.
LJ =75.
NJ = 3.
FC= 80000.
DENSTC = 0.00000783
ADELTA =0.05
SDELTA =0.01
EPSABS =0.00000
EPSREL = 0.000005
X(l) = 0.3403
X(2) = 0.2443
ITMAX = 3000
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00172 C
00173
00174 c
00175
00176 c
00177
00178
00179 c
00180
00181 c
00182
00183 c
00184
00185 c
00186
00187 c
00188
00189 c
00190
00191 c
00192
00193 c
00194
00195 c
00196
00197 c
00198
00199 c
00200
00201 c
00202
00203 c
00204
00205 c
00206
00207
00208
00209
00210 c
00211
00212 c
00213
00214 c
00215 c
00216
00217
00218
00219
00220
00221
00222
00223
00224
00225
00226
00227
00228
00229
DENSITY OF WORKPIECE MATERIAL KG/MM3
SHEAR MODULUS OF WORKPIECE MATERIAL N/MM2
COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION- PART TO WORKHOLDER
COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION - PART TO TOOL
EXPONENT IN TAYLOR'S TOOL LIFE EQN
SPECIFIC CUTTING SPEED IN TAYLOR'S TOOL LIFE EQN
ESTIMATE OF EFFECTIVE SHEAR ANGLE RAD
ALLOWABLE TOOL DEFLECTION MM
ALLOWABLE PART DEFLECTION MM
ALLOWABLE TOOL LIFE FOR FLANK WEAR
OUTER DIAMETER OF CHUCK OR COLLET MM
LENGTH OF CONTACT BETWEEN CHUCK AND WORKPIECE MN
NUMBER OF CHUCK JAWS
STATIONARY WORKHOLDER CLAMPING FORCE N
DENSITY OF CHUCK MATERIAL
INCREMENTAL VALUE OF DEPTH OF CUT MM
INCREMENTAL VALUE OF FEED RATE MM/REV
INITIAL GUESS AT EFFECTIVE RAKE ANGLE
INITIAL GUESS AT CHIP FLOW ANGLE
MAX NO. OF ITERATIONS FOR NUMERICAL METHOD
TO CONVERGE
M = 2
N = 2
WRITE (9) "THESE LATHE SPECIFICATIONS ARE THOSE OF
THE"
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9) "MARUBENI CITIZEN CINCOM F20 CNC
LATHE"
WRITE (9,*) '
WRITE (9,*) '
WRITE (9,*) "MAXIMUM SPINDLE SPEED
= ",NLMAX, "RPM"
WRITE (9,*) '
WRITE (9,*) "MINIMUM SPINDLE SPEED
= ",NLMIN, "RPM"
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00230
00231
00232
00233
00234
00235
00236
00237
00238
00239
00240
00241
00242
00243
00244
00245
00246
00247
00248
00249
00250
00251
00252
00253
00254
00255
00256
00257
00258
00259
00260
00261
00262
00263
00264
00265
00266
00267
00268
00269
00270
00271
00272
00273
00274
00275
00276
00277
00278
00279
00280
00281
00282
00283
00284
00285
00286
00287
WRITE (9,*) "AVAILABLE LATHE POWER = " , LATPWR, "kW"
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) "MAXIMUM FEED RATE = ", SLMAX, "MM/REV"
WRITE (9,*) '
WRITE (9,*) "MINIMUM FEED RATE = ", SLMIN, "MM/REV"
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'MAXIMUM DEPTH OF CUT =', ALMAX, ' MM'
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'MINIMUM DEPTH OF CUT =',ALMIN, ' MM'
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE'
PAUSE
WRITE (9,*) "LATHE EFFICIENCY = ",ELATHE
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) "THE OUTER DIAMETER OF THE COLLET OR JAW CHUCK"
WRITE '"..*) "(MM) =",DOJ
WRITE (9,*) '
WRITE (9,*) "THE CONTACT LENGTH BETWEEN WORK HOLDER AND "
WRITE (9,*) "WORKPIECE (MM) =",LJ
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) "THE NUMBER OF JAW CHUCKS ="
WRITE (9,*) NJ
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) "THE DENSITY OF THE CHUCK OR COLLET MATERIAL ="
WRITE (9,*)DENSTC KG/MM3'
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'THE STATIONARY CLAMPING FORCE OF THE CHUCK/COLLET'
WRITE(9,*) 'IS ',FC, ' N'
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) "DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE THESE VALUES? TYPE
YES"
WRITE (9,*) "OR NO."
ACCEPT LATHE
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) '
IF (LATHE .EQ. 'YES') THEN
WRITE (9,*) 'MAXIMUM SPINDLE SPEED (RPM) =
'
ACCEPT NLMAX
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00288
00289
00290
00291
00292
00293
00294
00295
00296
00297
00298
00299
00300
00301
00302
00303
00304
00305
00306
00307
00308
00309
00310
00311
00312
00313
00314
00315
00316
00317
00318
00319
00320
00321
00322
00323
00324
00325
00326
00327
00328
00329
00330
00331
00332
00333
00334
00335
00336
00337
00338
00339
00340
00341
00342
00343
00344
00345
WRITE (9,*) 'MINIMUM SPINDLE SPEED (RPM)
ACCEPT NLMIN
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) ' AVAILABLE LATHE POWER (kW)
ACCEPT LATPWR
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'MAXIMUM FEED RATE (MM/REV) =
ACCEPT SLMAX
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'MINIMUM FEED RATE (MM/REV)
ACCEPT SLMIN
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) ' MAXIMUM DEPTH OF CUT (MM)
ACCEPT ALMAX
WRITE (9,*) '
WRITE (9,*) ' MINIMUM DEPTH OF CUT (MM)
ACCEPT ALMIN
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'LA^ME EFFICIENCY (FRACTION) = '
ACCEPT ELATHE
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) ' OUTER DIAMETER OF WORK HOLDER (MM) =
ACCEPT DOJ
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) ' NUMBER OF CHUCK JAWS = (ENTER 8 FOR COLLET) '
ACCEPT NJ
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) ' CONTACT LENGTH BETWEEN WORKPIECE AND'
WRITE (9,*) 'WORKHOLDER (MM)='
ACCEPT LJ
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'DENSITY OF WORKHOLDER MATERIAL (KG/MM3) ='
ACCEPT DENSTC
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) ' THE STATIONARY CLAMPING FORCE OF THE COLLET/CHUCK'
WRITE (9,*) 'IS (N) '
ACCEPT FC
WRITE (9,*) ' '
END IF
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00346
00347
00348
00349
00350
00351
00352
00353
00354
00355
00356
00357
00358
00359
00360
00361
00362
00363
00364
00365
00366
00367
00368
00369
00370
00371
00372
00373
00374
00375
00376
00377
00378
00379
00380
00381
00382
00383
00384
00385
00386
00387
00388
00389
00390
00391
00392
00393
00394
00395
00396
00397
00398
00399
00400
00401
00402
00403
WRITE (9,*) 'IS THE WORKPIECE AUTOMATICALLY FED PAST A FIXED'
WRITE (9,*) 'POSITION TOOL? ENTER YES OR NO.'
ACCEPT LTYPE
WRITE (9,*) '
IF (LTYPE .EQ. 'YES') THEN
WRITE (9,*) 'ENTER THE DISTANCE (MM) FROM THE END OF THE'
WRITE (9,*) 'WORKPIECE SUPPORT (COLLET/CHUCK) TO TOOL TIP
WRITE (9,*) 'POSITION.'
ACCEPT TURRET
WRITE (9,*) '
END IF
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'THESE TOOL SPECIFICATIONS ARE FOR A CARBOLOY '
WRITE (9,*) ' TRIGON COATED CARBIDE INSERT (TNMG-321E48 '
WRITE (9,*) 'GRADE 570).'
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'MAXIMUM DEPTH OF CUT RECOMMENDED =',ATMAX, ' MM'
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'MINIMUM DEPTH OF CUT RECOMMENDED =',ATMIN, ' MM'
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'MAXIMUM FEED RATE RECOMMENDED =',STMAX, ' MM/REV
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'MINIMUM FEED RATE RECOMMENDED =',STMIN, ' MM/REV
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) ' MAXIMUM SPEED RECOMMENDED =',VTMAX, ' (M/MIN) '
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'MINIMUM SPEEED RECOMMENDED =',VTMIN, ' (M/MIN)'
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE'
PAUSE
WRITE (9,*) 'TOOL NOSE RADIUS
=',NOSRAD,' MM'
WRITE (9,*) ' '
BRAKE = BRAKE *180./PI
WRITE (9,*) 'TOOL BACK RAKE ANGLE = ', BRAKE,
' DEG'
WRITE (9,*) ' '
BRAKE = BRAKE*PI/180.
SRAKE = SRAKE*180./PI
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00404
00405
00406
00407
00408
00409
00410
00411
00412
00413
00414
00415
00416
00417
00418
00419
00420
00421
00422
00423
00424
00425
00426
00427
00428
00429
00430
00431
00432
00433
00434
00435
00436
00437
00438
00439
00440
00441
00442
00443
00444
00445
00446
00447
00448
00449
00450
00451
00452
00453
00454
00455
00456
00457
00458
00459
00460
00461
WRITE (9,*) 'TOOL SIDE RAKE ANGLE = ',SRAKE, ' DEG'
WRITE (9,*) ' '
SRAKE =SRAKE*PI/180.
WRITE (9,*) 'NUMBER OF CUTTING EDGES/INSERT = ' , EDGE
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'DO YOU WISH TO INPUT DIFFERENT TOOL '
WRITE (9,*) 'SPECIFICATIONS? ENTER YES OR NO'
ACCEPT TOOL
WRITE (9,*) ' '
IF (TOOL .EQ. 'YES') THEN
WRITE (9,*) 'MINIMUM DEPTH OF CUT ALLOWABLE (MM) ='
ACCEPT ATMIN
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'MAXIMUM DEPTH OF CUT ALLOWABLE (MM) ='
ACCEPT ATMAX
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'MINIMUM FEED RATE RECOMMENDED (MM/REV) ='
ACCEPT STMIN
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'MAXIMUM FEED RATE RECOMMENDED (MM/REV) ='
ACCEPT STMAX
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) * MAXIMUM SPEED RECOMMENDED (M/MIN) ='
ACCEPT VTMAX
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'MINIMUM SPEED RECOMMENDED (M/MIN)
='
ACCEPT VTMIN
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'TOOL NOSE RADIUS (MM)
='
ACCEPT NOSRAD
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'TOOL BACK RAKE ANGLE (DEG)
='
ACCEPT BRAKE
WRITE (9,*) ' '
BRAKE = BRAKE *PI/180.
WRITE (9,*) 'TOOL SIDE RAKE ANGLE (DEG)
='
ACCEPT SRAKE
WRITE (9,*) '
SRAKE = SRAKE*PI/180.
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00462
00463
00464
00465
00466
00467
00468
00469
00470
00471
00472
00473
00474
00475
00476
00477
00478
00479
00480
00481
00482
00483
00484
00485
00486
00487
00488
00489
00490
00491
00492
00493
00494
00495
00496
00497
00498
00499
00500
00501
00502
00503
00504
00505
00506
00507
00508
00509
00510
00511
00512
00513
00514
00515
00516
00517
00518
00519
WRITE (9,*) 'NUMBER OF CUTTING EDGES/INSERT =
ACCEPT EDGE
WRITE (9,*) ' '
END IF
WRITE (9,*) 'THESE TOOL HOLDER SPECIFICATIONS ARE FOR THE '
WRITE (9,*) 'CARBOLOY TOOL HOLDER P/N MTANL 12-3'
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) ' YOUNG"S MODULUS (N/MM2) = ',ETOOL
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'TOOL HOLDER SHANK WIDTH (MM) =\BS
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'TOOL HOLDER SHANK HEIGHT (MM) =',H
WRITE (9,*) ' '
SIDCTD = SIDCUT*180./PI
WRITE (9,*) 'TOOL HOLDER SIDE CUTTING EDGE ANGLE=' , SIDCTD, ' DEG '
WRITE (9,*) ' '
ALIGND = ALIGN*180./PI
WRITE (9,*) 'ANGLE AT WHICH TOOL IS ORIENTED TO AXIS OF'
WRITE (9,*) 'WORKPIECE (DEG) =,ALIGND, 'DEG'
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'LENGTH OF TOOL OVERHANG, I.E. FROM END OF '
WRITE (9,*) 'TOOLHOLDER SUPPORT TO CUTTING POINT (MM) =', LTOOL
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) ' WOULD YOU PREFER TO INPUT DIFFERENT
WORKHOLDER'
WRITE (9,*) 'SPECIFICATIONS? ENTER YES OR
NO.'
ACCEPT TOOLHD
WRITE (9,*) ' '
IF (TOOLHD .EQ. 'YES') THEN
WRITE (9,*) 'YOUNC'S MODULUS OF TOOL HOLDER (N/MM2)
='
ACCEPT ETOOL
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'TOOL HOLDER SHANK WIDTH (MM)
='
ACCEPT BS
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'TOOL HOLDER SHANK HEIGHT (MM)
='
ACCEPT H
WRITE (9,*) '
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00520
00521
00522
00523
00524
00525
00526
00527
00528
00529
00530
00531
00532
00533
00534
00535
00536
00537
00538
00539
00540
00541
00542
00543
00544
00545
00546
00547
00548
00549
00550
00551
00552
00553
00554
00555
00556
00557
00558
00559
00560
00561
00562
00563
00564
00565
00566
00567
00568
00569
00570
00571
00572
00573
00574
00575
00576
00577
WRITE (9,*) 'TOOL SIDE CUTTING EDGE ANGLE (DEG) ='
ACCEPT SIDCUT
WRITE (9,*) '
SIDCUT =SIDCUT*PI/180.
WRITE (9,*) 'ANGLE AT WHICH TOOL HOLDER IS ORIENTED TO'
WRITE (9,*) 'WORKPIECE AXIS (DEG) ='
ACCEPT ALIGN
WRITE (9,*) '
ALIGN = ALIGN*PI/180.
WRITE (9,*) 'LENGTH OF TOOL OVERHANG BEYOND TOOL BLOCK (MM)
ACCEPT LTOOL
WRITE (9,*) '
END IF
WRITE (9,*) 'THE FINISHED GEOMETRY OF THE WORKPIECE MUST BE'
WRITE
WRITE (9
WRITE
WRITE (9
WRITE
WRITE (9
WRITE
WRITE (9
WRITE
WRITE (9
WRITE
WRITE (9
WRITE
WRITE (9
WRITE
9,*) '
*) 'DESCRIBED. THE WORKPIECE END FURTHEST FROM THE'
9,*) '
*) 'WORKHOLDER (CHUCK/COLLET) IS THE ORIGIN OF THE'
9,*) '
*) 'PART AXIS (I.E. LENGTH =0), THE PARI LENGTH '
9,*) '
*) ' (DISTANCE FROM THAT ORIGIN) MUST BE GIVEN AT'
9,*) '
*) 'EACH DIAMETER CHANGE OF THE FINISHED PART. '
9,*) '
*) 'ACCORDINGLY, THE PART DIAMETER MUST ALSO BE'
9,*) '
*) 'GIVEN AT FOR EACH SECTION. DO NOT INCLUDE '
9,*) '
WRITE (9,*) 'GROOVING OPERATIONS IN THE PART DESCRIPTIONS.'
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE'
PAUSE
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'ENTER SURFACE FINISH SPECIFICATION,
'
WRITE (9,*) 'Ra
(micrometers)'
ACCEPT SURFAC
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'ENTER BAR STOCK DIAMETER
(MM)'
ACCEPT DBS
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'ENTER THE NUMBER OF DIAMETER CHANGES
WHICH'
WRITE (9,*) 'OCCUR ON THE FINISHED
PART.'
ACCEPT SECTON
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00578
00579
00580
00581
00582
00583
00584
00585
00586
00587
00588
00589
00590
00591
00592
00593
00594
00595
00596
00597
00598
00599
00600
00601
00602
00603
00604
00605
00606
00607
00608
00609
00610
00611
00612
00613
00614
00615
00616
00617
00618
00619
00620
00621
00622
00623
00624
00625
00626
00627
00628
00629
00630
00631
00632
00633
00634
00635
1=1
DO 100 WHILE (I .LE. SECTON)
WRITE (9,*) 'ENTER LENGTH (MM) OF NUMBER', I
WRITE (9,*) 'DIAMETER SECTION ON FINISHED WORKPIECE*
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) ' (NOTE: THIS SECTION STARTS AT LENGTH = 0'
WRITE (9,*) 'THE END CLOSEST TO THE WORKPIECE , '
WRITE (9,*) 'SUPPORT (COLLET OR CHUCK) '
WRITE (9,*) '
ACCEPT DATAL
L(I) = DATAL
WRITE (9,*) 'ENTER THE DIAMETER (MM) OF THE NUMBER', I
WRITE (9,*) "SECTION"
ACCEPT DATAD
D(I) =DATAD
1 = 1+1
100 END DO
WRITE (9,*) '
WRITE (9,*) 'IS YOUR WORKPIECE MATERIAL A MARTENSITIC STAINLESS'
WRITE (9,*) 'STEEL? ENTER YES OR NO.'
ACCEPT MATL
WRITE (9,*) ' '
IF (MATL . EQ . ' NO ' ) THEN
WRITE (9,*) 'ENTER YOUNG"S MODULUS FOR THE WORKPIECE (N/MM2)1
ACCEPT EPART
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'ENTER THE WORKPIECE MATERIAL DENSITY (KGF/MM3) '
ACCEPT DENS IT
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'ENTER SHEAR MODULUS OF THE WORKPIECE
MATERIAL'
ACCEPT SHEAR
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'ENTER COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION BETWEEEN
WORKPIECE'
WRITE (9,*) 'AND WORKHOLDER
MATERIALS'
ACCEPT WWCOEF
WRITE (9,*) '
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00636
00637
00638
00639
00640
00641
00642
00643
00644
00645
00646
00647
00648
00649
00650
00651
00652
00653
00654
00655
00656
00657
00658
00659
00660
00661
00662
00663
00664
00665
00666
00667
00668
00669
00670
00671
00672
00673
00674
00675
00676
00677
00678
00679
00680
00681
00682
00683
00684
00685
00686
00687
00688
00689
00690
00691
00692
00693
END IF
WRITE (9,*) 'THE TOOL-WORKPIECE MATERIAL COMBINATION AFFECTS '
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'A NUMBER OF PARAMETERS USED IN THIS PROGRAM. '
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'THESE PARAMETERS ARE GIVEN HERE FOR A COATED '
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'CARBIDE TOOL INSERT AND A MARTENSITIC STAINLESS '
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'STEEL WORKPIECE. '
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) ' PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE'
PAUSE
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'THE COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION BETWEEN THE TOOL '
WRITE (9,*) 'AND WORKPIECE MATERIALS IS', TWCOEF
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'THE CONSTANT, N, IN TAYLOR"S TOOL LIFE EQUATION '
WRITE (9,*) 'IS' ,TN
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'THE SPECIFIC CUTTING SPEED FOR A 20 MINUTE'
WRITE (9,*) 'TOOL LIFE (M/MIN) USED IN TAYLOR"S EQUATION'
WRITE (9,*) ' IS', TAYLOR
WRITE (9,*) ' '
DSHEAR = ASHEAR*180./PI
WRITE (9,*) 'THE EFFECTIVE SHEAR ANGLE IS ', DSHEAR, ' DEG'
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'THE AMOUNT OF ALLOWABLE TOOL DEFLECTION'
WRITE (9,*) 'IS',TLDEFL MM'
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'THE AMOUNT OF ALLOWABLE PART DEFLECTION
'
WRITE (9,*) 'IS', PTDEFL, '
MM'
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'DO YOU WISH TO RESPECIFY THESE PARAMETERS?
'
WRITE (9,*) 'ENTER YES OR
NO.'
ACCEPT TWPARM
WRITE (9,*) ' '
IF (TWPARM .EQ. 'YES') THEN
WRITE (9,*) 'THE COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION BETWEEN THE TOOL AND
'
WRITE (9^*) 'WORKPIECE MATERIALS
= '
ACCEPT TWCOEF
WRITE (9,*) '
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00694
00695
00696
00697
00698
00699
00700
00701
00702
00703
00704
00705
00706
00707
00708
00709
00710
00711
00712
00713
00714
00715
00716
00717
00718
00719
00720
00721
00722
00723
00724
00725
00726
00727
00728
00729
00730
00731
00732
00733
00734
00735
00736
00737
00738
00739
00740
00741
00742
00743
00744
00745
00746
00747
00748
00749
00750
00751
WRITE (9,*) 'THE CONSTANT, N, IN TAYLOR"S TOOL LIFE EQUATION IS'
ACCEPT TN
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'THE SPECIFIC CUTTING SPEED (M/MIN) FOR A '
WRITE (9,*) '20 MINUTE TOOL LIFE IS'
ACCEPT TAYLOR
WRITE (9,*) '
WRITE (9,*) 'THE EFFECTIVE SHEAR ANGLE- (DEG) ='
ACCEPT ASHEAR
WRITE (9,*) ' '
ASHEAR = ASHEAR*PI/180.
WRITE (9,*) 'THE ALLOWABLE TOOL DEFLECTION (MM) ='
ACCEPT TLDEFL
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'THE ALLOWABLE PART DEFLECTION (MM) ='
ACCEPT PTDEFL
WRITE (9,*) ' '
END IF
WRITE (9,*) 'THE FOLLOWING ECONOMIC PARAMETERS ARE REQUIRED'
WRITE (9,*) 'TO DETERMINE THE CUTTING CONDITIONS FOR MINIMUM'
WRITE (9,*) 'PRODUCTION PART COST. '
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'THE COST OF A SINGLE TOOL INSERT ='
ACCEPT TLCOST
WRITE (9,*) ' *
WRITE (9,*) 'THE TOOL CHANGING TIME (MIN) ='
ACCEPT TLCHTM
WRITE (9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'THE DEPT. BURDEN RATE (S/MIN)
=
ACCEPT BURDEN
WRITE (9,*) ' '
CALCULATE FEED RATE FOR SURFACE FINISH CONSTRAINT
SSF = SQRT(0.0321*NOSRAD*SURFAC)
IF(SSF .GT. STMAX) THEN
SSF = STMAX
END IF
IF (SSF .LT. STMIN) THEN
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00752
00753
00754
00755
00756
00757
00758
00759
00760
00761
00762
00763
00764
00765
00766
00767
00768
00769
00770
00771
00772
00773
00774
00775
00776
00777
00778
00779
00780
00781
00782
00783
00784
00785
00786
00787
00788
00789
00790
00791
00792
00793
00794
00795
00796
00797
00798
00799
00800
00801
00802
00803
00804
00805
00806
00807
00808
00809
200
WRITE (9,*) 'THE REQUIRED FEED RATE IS LESS THAN THAT '
WRITE (9,*) 'RECOMMENDED BY THE TOOL MANUFACTURER. '
WRITE (9,*) 'INCREASING THE TOOL NOSE RADIUS WILL HELP'
WRITE (9,*) 'RESOLVE THIS PROBLEM. EXITING PROGRAM.'
PAUSE
STOP
END IF
IF (SSF .GT. SLMAX) THEN
SSF = SLMAX
END IF
IF (SSF .LT. SLMIN) THEN
WRITE (9,*) ' THE REQUIRED FEED RATE IS LESS THAN THE LATHE '
WRITE (9,*) 'CAPABILITY. INCREASE THE NOSE RADIUS OR SELECT '
WRITE (9,*) 'ANOTHER LATHE. EXITING PROGRAM.'
PAUSE
STOP
END IF
S = SSF
CALCULATE MAXIMUM DEPTH OF CUT REQUIRED
J = 1
DMIN = D(J)
DO 200 WHILE (J .LT. SECTON)
DMIN = MIN (DMIN, D (J+l ) )
J = J+l
END DO
AD = (DBS - DMIN)/2.
ATMAX = ATMAX / (COS (ALIGN) )
ATMIN = ATMIN/ (COS (ALIGN) )
IF (AD .GT. ATMAX) THEN
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00810
00811
00812
00813
00814
00815
00816
00817
00818
00819
00820
00821
00822
00823
00824
00825
00826
00827
00828
00829
00830
00831
00832
00833
00834
00835
00836
00837
00838
00839
00840
00841
00842
00843
00844
00845
00846
00847
00848
00849
00850
00851
00852
00853
00854
00855
00856
00857
00858
00859
00860
00861
00862
00863
00864
00865
00866
00867
WRITE (9,*) 'THE REQUIRED DEPTH OF CUT IS GREATER THAN '
WRITE (9,*) 'THE TOOL MANUFACTURER"S RECOMMENDED RANGE.'
WRITE (9,*) 'A SMALLER BAR STOCK DIAMETER OR A DIFFERENT'
WRITE (9,*) 'TOOL IS NECESSARY. EXITING PROGRAM. '
PAUSE
STOP
END IF
IF (AD .LT. ATMIN) THEN
WRITE (9,*)
WRITE (9,*)
WRITE (9,*)
WRITE (9,*)
STOP
END IF
' THE REQUIRED DEPTH OF CUT IS LESS THAN THE TOOL'
' MANUFACTURER"S RECOMMENDED RANGE. A LARGER '
'BAR STOCK DIAMETER OR A DIFFERENT TOOL IS '
'REQUIRED. EXITING PROGRAM. '
PAUSE
IF (AD .GT. ALMAX) THEN
WRITE (9,*) ' THE REQUIRED DEPTH OF CUT IS GREATER THAN
'
WRITE (9,*) 'THE LATHE CAPABILITY. SELECT ANOTHER
LATHE,'
WRITE (9,*) 'A SMALLLER BAR STOCK DIAMETER, OR USE A
'
WRITE (9,*) 'ROUGHING CUT. '
PAUSE
STOP
END IF
IF ( AD .LT. ALMIN) THEN
WRITE
WRITE
WRITE
WRITE
(9,*)
(9,*)
(9,*)
(9,*)
THE REQUIRED DEPTH OF CUT IS LESS THAN
THE'
'LATHE CAPABILITY. SELECT ANOTHER LATHE
OR'
USE A LARGER BAR STOCK DIAMETER.
EXITING'
PROGRAM '
PAUSE
STOP
END IF
CALCULATE EFFECTIVE FEED RATE AND DEPTH OF CUT
AE = AD/COS (SIDCUT)
SE = S*COS (SIDCUT)
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00868
00869
00870
00871
00872
00873
00874
00875
00876
00877
00878
00879
00880
00881
00882
00883
00884
00885
00886
00887
00888
00889
00890
00891
00892
00893
00894
00895
00896
00897
00898
00899
00900
00901
00902
00903
00904
00905
00906
00907
00908
00909
00910
00911
00912
00913
00914
00915
00916
00917
00918
00919
00920
00921
00922
00923
00924
00925
AMAX = MIN (ATMAX, ALMAX)
AMIN = MAX (ATMIN,ALMIN)
SMAX = MIN (SLMAX, STMAX)
SMIN = MAX(SLMIN,STMIN)
CALCULATE ANGLE OF INCLINATION & NORMAL RAKE ANGLE
INCLIN = ATAN (TAN (BRAKE) *COS (SIDCUT) -TAN (SRAKE) *SIN (SIDCUT) )
ALPHAN = ATAN(COS (INCLIN) * (TAN (SRAKE) *COS (SIDCUT) +
TAN (BRAKE) *SIN (SIDCUT) ) )
CALCULATE EFFECTIVE RAKE ANGLE
ALPHAE = ASIN ( ( (SIN (INCLIN) ) **2 . ) + ( (COS (INCLIN) ) **2 . )
*SIN (ALPHAN) )
CALCULATE FRICTION ANGLE
FRICTN = ATAN (TWCOEF)
INVOKE NUMERICAL METHOD SUBROUTINE TO FIND RAKE & CHIP FLOW ANGLES
IF (NEWTON (EQUATION, DERIVATIVE, 1,MAXN, 1 , N, X, EPSABS,
EPSREL,ITMAX,A,B,Y,ICOL) ) THEN
WRITE (9,*) 'HAS SOLUTION FOR CHIP FLOW ANGLE'
DENOM = SIN (ASHEAR) * (COS (ASHEAR+FRICTN-ALPHAE) )
CALCULATE CUTTING FORCES
CALL FORCES (FPOWER, FFEED, FRADIL, FRESLT,AE, SE, ALPHAE,
X, DENOM)
CHECK PART DEFLECTION CONSTRAINT
CALL PTDEF (D, L, DEFMAX, FRADIL, FPOWER, SECTON, LTYPE, PI )
DO 600 WHILE (ABS (DEFMAX) .GT. PTDEFL)
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00926
00927
00928
00929
00930
00931
00932
00933
00934
00935
00936
00937
00938
00939
00940
00941
00942
00943
00944
00945
00946
00947
00948
00949
00950
00951
00952
"0953
iC954
00955
00956
00957
00958
00959
00960
00961
00962
00963
00964
00965
00966
00967
00968
00969
00970
00971
00972
00973
00974
00975
00976
00977
00978
00979
00980
00981
00982
00983
600
700
CALL DELTA (AE, SE, AMIN, SMIN, ADELTA, SDELTA)
CALL FORCES (FPOWER, FFEED, FRADIL, FRESLT,AE, SE, ALPHAE,
X, DENOM)
CALL PTDEF (D, L, DEFMAX, FRADIL, FPOWER, SECTON, LTYPE, PI )
END DO
CHECK TOOL DEFLECTION CONSTRAINT
CALL TLDEF(DEFMX, FFEED, FPOWER, H,BS)
DO 700 WHILE (ABS(DEFMX) .GT. TLDEFL)
CALL DELTA (AE, SE, AMIN, SMIN, ADELTA, SDELTA)
CALL FORCES (FPOWER, FFEED, FRADIL, FRESLT,AE,SE, ALPHAE,
X, DENOM)
CALL TLDEF (DEFMX, FFEED, FPOWER, H,BS)
END DO
CALCULATE ECONOMICAL TOOL LIFE
TE = (TLCHTM + (TLCOST/ (EDGE*BURDEN) ) ) * ( (1 . /TN) -1 . )
IF (TE .GT. TFW) THEN
TE = TFW
END IF
CALCULATE ECONOMICAL CUTTING SPEED M/MIN
VE = TAYLOR* (TE** (-TN) )
WRITE (9,*) 'VE BEFORE CONSTRAINTS =',VE
CHECK CUTTING SPEED CONSTRAINTS
IF (VE .GT. (1.1*VTMAX)) THEN
VE = VTMAX*1.1
WRITE (9,*) 'VE=VTMAX=',VE
END IF
IF (VE .LT. (0.9*VTMIN)) THEN
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00984
00985
00986
00987
00988
00989
00990
00991
00992
00993
00994
00995
00996
00997
00998
00999
01000
01001
01002
01003
01004
01005
01006
01007
01008
01009
01010
01011
01012
01013
01014
01015
01016
01017
01018
01019
01020
01021
01022 800
VE = VTMIN*0.9
WRITE (9,*) 'VE=VTMIN=',VE
END IF
VLMAX = NLMAX*PI*DBS/1000.
IF (VE .GT. VLMAX) THEN
VE = VLMAX
WRITE (9,*) 'VE=VLMAX=', VLMAX
END IF
VLMIN = NLMIN*PI*DBS/1000.
IF (VE .LT. VLMIN) THEN
VE=VLMIN
WRITE (9,*) 'VE=VLMIN=',VE
END IF
WRITE(9,*) 'VE AFTER TOOL/ LATHE CONSTRAINTS =',VE
CHECK WORKHOLDING CONSTRAINTS
KK=2
DMAX = D(l)
DO 800 WHILE (KK .LE. SECTON)
DMAX = MAX (DMAX, D (KK) )
KK = KK+1
END DO
01023
01024 C CALCULATE MASS OF WORK HOLDER
01025
01026 MASS = PI*(DOJ**2-DBS**2)*LJ*DENSTC/4.
01027
01028 C CALCULATE MOMENT OF INERTIA OF WORK HOLDER
01029
01030 MI = 0 . 5*MASS* ( (DOJ/2 . ) **2+ (DBS/2. )**2)
01031
01032 C CALCULATE RADIUS OF GYRATION FOR WORK HOLDER
01033
01034 RG = SQRT (MI/MASS)
01035
01036
01037
01038 RMAX = DMAX/2.
01039
01040 NMAX=MAX(NLMAX,NTMAX)
01041
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01042
01043
01044
01045
01046
01047
01048
01049
01050
01051
01052
01053
01054
01055
01056
01057
01058
01059
01060
01061
01062
01063
01064
01065
01066
01067
01068
01069
01070
01071
01072
01073
01074
01075
01076
01077
01078
01079
01080
01081
01082
01083
01084
01085
01086
01087
01088
01089
01090
01091
01092
01093
01094
01095
01096
01097
01098
01099
CALL AXIAL (FPOWER, RMAX, VASMAX, NASMAX, FFEED , PI , FC )
DO 900 WHILE (NASMAX .GT. NMAX)
CALL DELTA (AE, SE, AMIN, SMIN,ADELTA, SDELTA)
CALL FORCES (FPOWER, FFEED, FRADIL, FRESLT, AE, SE,ALPHAE,
& X, DENOM)
CALL AXIAL (FPOWER, RMAX, VASMAX, NASMAX, FFEED, PI, FC)
900 END DO
IF (VASMAX .LT. VE) THEN
VE=VASMAX
END IF
CALL CIRC (FPOWER, RMAX, VCSMAX, NCSMAX, PI, FC)
DO 950 WHILE (NCSMAX .GT. NMAX)
CALL DELTA (AE, SE, AMIN, SMIN, ADELTA, SDELTA)
CALL FORCES (FPOWER, FFEED, FRADIL, FRESLT, AE, SE, ALPHAE,
& X, DENOM)
CALL CIRC (FPOWER, RMAX, VCSMAX, NCSMAX, PI, FC)
950 END DO
IF (VCSMAX .LT. VE) THEN
VE = VCSMAX
END IF
WRITE(9,*) 'VE (AFTER WORKHOLDING) IS',VE
; CHECK POWER AVAILABILITY CONSTRAINT
UP = FRESLT/ (SE*AE)
CF = (0.566*0.099* LOG(25. 4*SE) ) **2
PC = (UP * VE* CF
* SE * AE)/(60. *ELATHE)
IF (PC .GT. LATPWR) THEN
VE = (LATPWR
* 60. * ELATHE) / (UP *CF* SE * AE)
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01100
01101
01102
01103
01104
01105
01106
01107
01108
01109
OHIO
01111
01112
01113
01114
01115
01116
01117
01118
01119
01120
01121
01122
01123
WRITE (9,*) 'VE (AFTER POWER CHECK) IS',VE
AD = AE*COS (SIDCUT)
S = SE/COS (SIDCUT)
PRINT RESULTS
WRITE(9,*) ' '
WRITE (9,*) 'THE MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE DEPTH OF CUT ON'
WRITE (9,*) 'THE PART IS ',AD, MM'
WRITE (9,*) 'THE OPTIMUM FEEDRATE IS ',S, 'MM/REV
WRITE (9,*) 'THE ECONOMICAL CUTTING SPEED IS', VE,
END IF
PAUSE
END
M/MIN'
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Symbol and Label Tables for: TURN
SYMBOL
PI
MAXM
MAXN
MIN
MAX
SIN
COS
ATAN
TAN
LOG
SQRT
ASIN
ABS
EQUATION
DERIVATIVE
BRAKE+
INCLIN
FRICTN+
DBS+
SHEAR+
TURRET+
EPART
ETOOL+
LTOOL
LJ
DOJ+
NJ
WWCOEF+
TWCOEF+
DENSTC+
MASS
RG+
NEWTON
GAUSS
SCPIVOT
LATHE
LTYPE
TOOL
TOOLHD
TWPARM
MATL
A
B
X
Y
NLMAX
NLMIN
NTMAX
NTMIN
NOSRAD
PTDEFL
MH
TYPE ADDRESS COMMON
REAL PARAMETER
INTEGER PARAMETER
INTEGER PARAMETER
REAL INTRINSIC
REAL INTRINSIC
REAL INTRINSIC
REAL INTRINSIC
REAL INTRINSIC
REAL INTRINSIC
REAL INTRINSIC
REAL INTRINSIC
REAL INTRINSIC
REAL INTRINSIC
REAL EXTERNAL
REAL EXTERNAL
REAL 00000004 BLANK
REAL 00000010 BLANK
REAL 00000014 BLANK
REAL 00000020 BLANK
REAL 00000024 BLANK
REAL 00000030 BLANK
RF.AL 00000034 BLANK
K^AL 00000040 BLANK
REAL 00000044 BLANK
REAL 00000050 BLANK
REAL 00000054 BLANK
REAL 00000060 BLANK
REAL 00000064 BLANK
REAL 00000070 BLANK
REAL 00000074 BLANK
REAL 00000100 BLANK
REAL 00000104 BLANK
LOGICAL* 1 FUNCTION
LOGICAL* 1 00000000
LOGICAL* 1 00000001
CHARACTER* 3 00000002
CHARACTER* 3 00000005
CHARACTER* 3 00000010
CHARACTER* 3 00000013
CHARACTER* 3 00000016
CHARACTER* 3 00000021
REAL 00000024
REAL 00000044
REAL 00000054
REAL 00000064
REAL 00000074
REAL 00000100
REAL 00000104
REAL 00000110
REAL 00000114
REAL 00000120
REAL 00000124
j. uim rvniN ^ompi ier Listing 04/29/90
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MV
MO
MHMAX
MVMAX
LATPWR
L
D
MI
REAL 00000130
REAL 00000134
REAL 00000140
REAL
REAL
00000144
00000150
REAL 00000154
REAL 00000274
REAL 00000414
NMAX REAL 00000420
NCSMAX REAL 00000424
NASMAX REAL 00000430
ICOL INTEGER 00000434
P INTEGER 00000444
XPOS INTEGER 00000450
K INTEGER 00000454
SECTON INTEGER 00000460
SLMAX+ REAL 00000464
SLMIN+ REAL 00000470
ALMAX+ REAL 00000474
ALMIN+ REAL 00000500
ELATHE+ REAL 00000504
ATMIN+ REAL 00000510
ATMAX+ REAL 00000514
STMIN+ REAL 00000520
STMAX+ REAL 00000524
VTMIN+ REAL 00000530
VTMAX+ REAL 00000534
SRAKE+ REAL 00000540
SIDCUT+ REAL 00000544
EDGE+ REAL 00000550
BS+ REAL 00000554
H+ REAL 00000560
ALIGN+ REAL 00000564
DENSIT+ REAL 00000570
TN+ REAL 00000574
TAYLOR+ REAL 00000600
ASHEAR+ REAL 00000604
TLDEFL+ REAL 00000610
TFW+ REAL 00000614
FC+ REAL 00000620
ADELTA+ REAL 00000624
SDELTA+ REAL 00000630
EPSABS+ REAL 00000634
EPSREL+ REAL 00000640
ITMAX+ INTEGER 00000644
M+ INTEGER 00000650
N+ INTEGER 00000654
SIDCTD+ REAL 00000660
ALIGND+ REAL 00000664
SURFAC+ REAL 00000670
1+ INTEGER 00000674
DATAL+ REAL 00000700
DATAD+ REAL 00000704
DSHEAR+ REAL 00000710
TLCOST+ REAL 00000714
TLCHTM+ REAL 00000720
BURDEN+ REAL 00000724
SSF+ REAL 00000730
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S+
J+
DMIN+
REAL 00000734
INTEGER 00000740
AD+
AE+
SE+
AMAX+
AMIN+
REAL 00000744
REAL 00000750
REAL 00000754
REAL 00000760
REAL
REAL
00000764
00000770
SMAX+
REAL 00000774
SMIN+
REAL 00001000
ALPHAN+ REAL 00001004
ALPHAE+ REAL 00001010
DENOM+ REAL 00001014
FPOWER+ REAL 00001020
FFEED+ REAL 00001024
FRADIL+ REAL 00001030
FRESLT+ REAL 00001034
DEFMAX+ REAL 00001040
DEFMX+ REAL 00001044
TE+ REAL 00001050
VE+ REAL 00001054
VLMAX+ REAL 00001060
VLMIN+ REAL 00001064
KK+ INTEGER 00001070
DMAX+ REAL 00001074
RMAX+ REAL 00001100
VASMAX+ REAL 00001104
VCSMAX+ REAL 00001110
UP+ REAL 00001114
CF+ REAL 00001120
PC+ REAL 00001124
STORAGE MEMORY
LOCAL 600
BLANK 76
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LABEL ADDRESS LABEL ADDRESS
100
600
800
950
0000052226 200
0000076432 700
0000100774 900
0000102422
0000070600
0000077020
0000101746
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01125
01126 C
01127
01128 C THIS SUBROUTINE REDUCES THE DEPTH OF CUT OR FEED RATE FOR
, , ,X C USE IN ^CALCULATING CUTTING FORCES WHEN A CONSTRAINT HAS01130 C BEEN VIOLATED
01131
SUBROUTINE DELTA (AE, SE, AMIN, SMIN,ADELTA, SDELTA)
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01132
01133
01134
01135
01136
01137
01138
01139
01140
01141
01142
01143
01144
01145
01146
01147
01148
01149
01150
01151
01152
01153
01154
01155
01156
01157
01158
01159
01160
01161
01162
01163
01164
01165
01166
01167
01168
REALM INCLIN, LTOOL, LJ,MASS,NJ
COMMON BRAKE, INCLIN, FRICTN, DBS,
PI , SHEAR, TURRET, EPART, ETOOL, LTOOL, LJ, DOJ,
NJ,WWCOEF, TWCOEF, DENSTC,MASS, RG
WRITE (9,*) 'ADJUSTING DEPTH OF CUT/ FEEDRATE TO REDUCE FORCES'
IF (AE .GT. AMIN) THEN
AE = AE -ADELTA
END IF
IF (SE .GT. SMIN) THEN
SE = SE- SDELTA
ELSE
WRITE (9,*) "THE DEPTH OF CUT AND FEED RATE CANNOT BE"
WRITE (9,*) 'REDUCED ANY FURTHER. RECOMMEND SELECTING A NEW'
WRITE (9,*) 'TOOL OR DIFFERENT BAR STOCK DIAMETER. '
WRITE (9,*) "EXITING PROGRAM."
PAUSE
STOP
END IF
RETURN
END
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Symbol and Label Tables for: DELTA
SYMBOL
AE+
SE+
AMIN+
SMIN+
ADELTA+
SDELTA+
INCLIN
LTOOL
LJ
MASS
NJ
BRAKE+
FRICTN+
DBS+
PI+
SHEAR+
TURRET+
EPART+
ETOOL+
DOJ+
WWCOEF+
TWCOEF+
DENSTC+
RG+
TYPE
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
ADDRESS COMMON
DUMMY
DUMMY
DUMMY
DUMMY
DUMMY
DUMMY
00000010 BLANK
00000050 BLANK
00000054 BLANK
00000104 BLANK
00000064 BLANK
00000004 BLANK
00000014 BLANK
00000020 BLANK
00000024 BLANK
00000030 BLANK
00000034 BLANK
00000040 BLANK
00000044 BLANK
00000060 BLANK
00000070 BLANK
00000074 BLANK
00000100 BLANjs
00000110 BLANK
STORAGE MEMORY
LOCAL
BLANK 76
LABEL ADDRESS LABEL ADDRESS
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THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE
CUTTING SPEED TO AVOID AXIAL SLIP OF THE WORKPIECE
SUBROUTINE AXIAL (FPOWER, RMAX, VASMAX, NASMAX, FFEED, PI, FC)
INTRINSIC SQRT
REALM NASMAX, INCLIN, LTOOL, LJ,MASS, NJ, PI
COMMON BRAKE, INCLIN, FRICTN, DBS,
SHEAR, TURRET, EPART, ETCOL, LTOOL, LJ, DOJ,
NJ,WWCOEF, TWCOEF, DENSTC,MASS, RG
Program Unit: AXIAL Entry: 00105620 Options: LDBUK
01169
01170 C
01171
01172 C
01173 C
01174
01175
01176
01177
01178
01179
01180
01181
01182
01183
01184
01185
01186 C
01187
01188
01189
01190
01191
01192
01193
01194
01195 C
01196
01197
01198
01199
01200
01201
01202
CALCULATE MAXIMUM SPEED (RPM)
WRITE (9,*) ' CHECKING FOR AXIAL SLIP OF WORK
PIECE'
NASMAX=(60./(2.*PI) )* (SQRT ( (FC- (FFEED /WWCOEF) )
& / ((MASS/9. 806) *RG)))
CACULATE MAXIMUM SPEED (M/MIN)
VASMAX = NASMAX *PI *DBS/1000.
WRITE (9,*) 'VASMAX=', VASMAX
RETURN
END
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Symbol and Label Tables for: AXIAL
SYMBOL
FPOWER+
RMAX+
VASMAX+
NASMAX
FFEED+
PI
FC+
SQRT
INCLIN
LTOOL
LJ
MASS
NJ
BRAKE+
FRICTN+
DBS+
SHEAR+
TURRET+
EPART+
ETOOL+
DOJ+
WWCOEF+
TWCOEF+
DENSTC+
RG+
TYPE
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
ADDRESS COMMON
DUMMY
DUMMY
DUMMY
DUMMY
DUMMY
DUMMY
DUMMY
INTRINSIC
00000010 BLANK
00000044 BLANK
00000050 BLANK
00000100 BLANK
00000060 BLANK
00000004 BLANK
00000014 BLANK
00000020 BLANK
00000024 BLANK
00000030 BLANK
00000034 BLANK
00000040 BLANK
00000054 BLANK
00000064 BLANK
00000070 BLANK
00000074 BLANK
00000104 BLANK
STORAGE MEMORY
LOCAL
BLANK 76
LABEL ADDRESS LABEL ADDRESS
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Program Unit: CIRC Entry: 00106402 Options: LDBUK
01203
01204
01205
01206
01207
01208
01209
01210
01211
01212
01213
01214
01215
01216
01217
01218
01219
01220
01221
01222
01223
01224
01225
01226
01227
01228
01229
01230
01231
01232
01233
01234
01235
01236
01237
01238
01239
01240
01241
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE MAXIMUM SPEED ALLOWED
C TO AVOID CIRCUMFERENTIAL SLIP OF THE WORKPIECE IN
C THE WORKHOLDING DEVICE.
SUBROUTINE CIRC (FPOWER, RMAX, VCSMAX, NCSMAX, PI, FC)
REALM NCSMAX,MASS, NJ, INCLIN, LTOOL, LJ, PI
COMMON BRAKE, INCLIN, FRICTN, DBS,
& SHEAR, TURRET, EPART, ETCOL, LTOOL, LJ, DOJ,
& NJ, WWCOEF, TWCOEF, DENSTC, MASS, RG
WRITE (9,*) 'CHECKING FOR CIRCUMFERENTIAL SLIP OF
WORKPIECE'
CALCULATE MAXIMUM SPEED (RPM)
NCSMAX =
(60./(2.*PI))*((FC-FPOWER*(RMAX/(WWCOEF*
(DBS/2.) ) ) )/( (MASS/9. 806) *RG) )**0.5
CALCULATE MAXIMUM SPEED (M/MIN)
VCSMAX = NCSMAX*PI*DBS/1000.
WRITE (9,*) 'VCSMAX =',VCSMAX,
'M/MIN'
RETURN
END
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Symbol and Label Tables for: CIRC
SYMBOL
FPOWER+
RMAX+
VCSMAX+
NCSMAX
PI
FC+
MASS
NJ
INCLIN
LTOOL
LJ
BRAKE+
FRICTN+
DBS+
SHEAR+
TURRET+
EPART+
ETOOL+
DOJ+
WWCOEF+
TWCOEF+
DENSTC+
RG+
TYPE
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
ADDRESS COMMON
DUMMY
DUMMY
HTTMMV
DUMMY
DUMMY
DUMMY
00000100 BLANK
00000060 BLANK
00000010 BLANK
00000044 BLANK
00000050 BLANK
00000004 BLANK
00000014 BLANK
00000020 BLANK
00000024 BLANK
00000030 BLANK
00000034 BLANK
00000040 BLANK
00000054 BLANK
00000064 BLANK
00000070 BLANK
00000074 BLANK
00000104 BLANK
STORAGE MEMORY
LOCAL
BLANK 76
LABEL ADDRESS LABEL ADDRESS
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Program Unit: DERIVA Entry: 00107260 Options: LDBUK
01242
01243
01244
01245
01246
01247
01248
01249
01250
01251
01252
01253
01254
01255
01256
01257
01258
01259
01260
01261
01262
01263
01264
01265
01266
01267
01268
01269
01270
01271
01272
01273
01274
01275
01276
01277
01278
01279
01280
01281
01282
01283
01284
01285
01286
01287
01288
01289
01290
01291
01292
01293
01294
01295
01296
REAL* 4 FUNCTION DERIVATIVE (I, J, X)
INTRINSIC SIN, COS, TAN
COMMON BRAKE, INCLIN, FRICTN, DBS, SHEAR, TURRET, EPART,
& ETOOL, LTOOL, LJ, DOJ, DENSTC,MASS, NJ,WWCOEF, TWCOEF ,RG
REALM X(*), INCLIN,MASS, NJ, LTOOL, LJ
IF (ABS(X(1)) .EQ. PI/2. ) THEN
X(l) = X(l) + 0.01
END IF
IF (I .EQ. 1 .AND. J .EQ. 1) THEN
DERIVATIVE = (1 . + (TAN (X (1) ) ) **2) * (1 . -COS (X (2) ) )
RETURN
END IF
IF (I .EQ. 1 .AND. J .EQ. 2) THEN
DERIVATIVE = TAN (X (1) ) *SIN (X (2) ) -TAN(BRAKE) *COS (X (2) )
RETURN
END IF
IF (I .EQ. 2 .AND. J .EQ. 1) THEN
DERIVATIVE= (-0 . 5) * ( ( ( (COS (X (1) ) *COS (INCLIN) *COS ( (X (2) )
& -FRICTN) ) **2) + ( (SIN (X (1) ) *COS (FRICTN) *COS (INCLIN)
-
& COS (X (1) ) *SIN (X (2) ) *SIN (INCLIN) ) **2) + ( (SIN (X (1) )
*
& SIN (FRICTN) *COS (INCLIN) -COS (X (1) ) *COS (X (2) ) *SIN (INCLIN) )
& **2))**(-0.5))
DERIVATIVE =
DERIVATIVE* ( (2 (COS (X (1) ) *COS (INCLIN) *
& COS ( (X (2) ) -FRICTN) )
* ( (-SIN (X (1 ) ) ) *COS (INCLIN) *
& COS ( (X (2) ) -FRICTN) ) + (2 . *SIN (X (1) ) *COS (FRICTN)
*
& COS (INCLIN) -COS (X (1) ) *SIN (X (2) ) *SIN (INCLIN) )
*
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01297
01298
01299
01300
01301
01302
01303
01304
01305
01306
01307
01308
01309
01310
01311
01312
01313
01314
01315
01316
01317
01318
01319
01320
01321
01322
01323
01324
01325
01326
01327
01328
01329
01330
01331
01332
01333
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& COS(X(l) )*COS (FRICTN) *COS (INCLIN) +SIN(X(1) )*SIN(X(2) )
& *SIN (INCLIN) ) ) + (2 . * (SIN (X (1 ) ) *SIN (FRICTN) *COS (INCLIN) -
& COS(X(l)*COS(X(2) )*SIN (INCLIN) )*(COS(X(l) ) *SIN (FRICTN)
& *COS (INCLIN) +SIN(X(1) )*COS(X(2) ) *SIN (INCLIN) ) ) )
C234567
RETURN
END IF
IF (I .EQ. 2 .AND. J .EQ. 2) THEN
DERIVATIVE= (-0 . 5) * ( ( ( (COS (X (1) ) *COS (INCLIN) *COS ( (X (2) )
-FRICTN) )**2)+( (SIN(X(1) ) *COS (FRICTN) *COS (INCLIN) -
COS(X(l) )*SIN(X(2) )*SIN (INCLIN) ) **2) + ( (SIN(X (1) )*
SIN (FRICTN) *COS (INCLIN) -COS (X(l) )*COS(X(2) ) *SIN (INCLIN) )
**2))**(-0.5))
DERIVATIVE = DERIVATIVE* ( (2 (COS (X (1) ) *COS (INCLIN) *
COS((X(2) ) -FRICTN) )* (COS (X (1) ) *COS (INCLIN) * (-SIN
( (X(2) ) -FRICTN) ) ) ) + (2.*(SIN(X(l) ) *COS (FRICTN) *COS (INCLIN)
-COS(X(l) )*SIN(X(2) )*SIN(INCLIN) )* ( (-COS(X(l) ) )*COS(X(2) )
*SIN (INCLIN) ) )+(2.*(SIN(X(l) ) *SIN (FRICTN) *COS (INCLIN) -
COS(X(l) )*COS(X(2) )*SIN (INCLIN) )*(COS(X(l) )*SIN(X(2) )*
SIN (INCLIN) ) ) )
RETURN
END IF
END
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Symbol and Label Tables for: DERIVA
SYMBOL
DERIVATIVE
1+
J+
X
SIN
COS
TAN
BRAKE+
INCLIN
FRICTN+
DBS+
SHEAR+
TURRET+
EPART+
ETOOL+
LTOOL
LJ
DOJ+
DENSTC+
MASS
NJ
WWrOEF+
TWu'Ji:F+
RG+
PI+
TYPE ADDRESS COMMON
REAL 00000000
INTEGER DUMMY
INTEGER DUMMY
REAL DUMMY
REAL INTRINSIC
REAL INTRINSIC
REAL INTRINSIC
REAL 00000004 BLANK
REAL 00000010 BLANK
REAL 00000014 BLANK
REAL 00000020 BLANK
REAL 00000024 BLANK
REAL 00000030 BLANK
REAL 00000034 BLANK
REAL 00000040 BLANK
REAL 00000044 BLANK
REAL 00000050 BLANK
REAL 00000054 BLANK
REAL 00000060 BLANK
REAL 00000064 BLANK
REAL 00000070 BLANK
REAL 00000074 BLANK
REAL 00000100 BLANK
REAL 00000104 BLANK
REAL 00000004
STORAGE MEMORY
LOCAL 8
BLANK 76
LABEL ADDRESS LABEL ADDRESS
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Program Unit: EQUATI Entry: 00114004 Options: LDBUK
01334 C-
01335
01336
01337
01338
01339
01340
01341
01342
01343
01344
01345
01346
01347
01348
01349
01350
01351
01352
01353
01354
01355
01356
01357
01358
01359
01360
01361
01362
01363
01364
01365
01366
01367
01368
01369
01370
01371
01372
01373
01374
01375
01376
01377
01378
01379
REALM FUNCTION EQUATION (I, X)
INTRINSIC TAN, COS, SIN
REAL* 4 X(*), INCLIN, LJ, LTOOL, MASS,NJ
COMMON BRAKE, INCLIN, FRICTN, DBS, SHEAR, TURRET,
& EPART, ETCOL, LTOOL, LJ, DOJ, DENSTC,MASS, NJ,WWCOEF,
& TWCOEF, RG
IF (I .EQ. 1) THEN
EQUATION=TAN (X (1) ) * (1 . 0-COS (X (2) ) ) -
(TAN (BRAKE) )*SIN(X(2) )
RETURN
END IF
IF (I .EQ. 2) THEN
EQUATION= (COS (X (1 )) *
COS (INCLIN) *COS (X (1) -FRICTN) ) **2
EQUATION=EQUATION+ (SIN (X (1) ) *COS
(FRICTN) *COS (INCLIN) -COS (X (1) )
*SIN (X (2) ) *SIN (INCLIN) ) **2
EQUATION=EQUATION+ (SIN (X (1) ) *SIN
(FRICTN) *COS (INCLIN) -COS (X (1) )
*COS (X (2) ) *SIN (INCLIN) ) **2
EQUATION = COS (INCLIN) 0.5
&
&
RETURN
END IF
END
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Symbol and Label Tables for: EQUATI
SYMBOL
EQUATION
1+
X
TAN
COS
SIN
INCLIN
LJ
LTOOL
MASS
NJ
BRAKE+
FRICTN+
DBS+
SHEAR+
TURRET+
EPART+
ETOOL+
DOJ+
DENSTC+
WWCOEF+
TWCOEF+
RG+
TYPE
REAL
INTEGER
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
ADDRESS COMMON
00000000
DUMMY
DUMMY
INTRINSIC
INTRINSIC
INTRINSIC
00000010 BLANK
00000050 BLANK
00000044 BLANK
00000064 BLANK
00000070 BLANK
00000004 BLANK
00000014 BLANK
00000020 BLANK
00000024 BLANK
00000030 BLANK
00000034 BLANK
00000040 BLANK
00000054 BLANK
00000060 BLANK
00000074 BLANK
00000100 BLANK
00000104 BLANK
STORAGE MEMORY
LOCAL
BLANK
4
76
LABEL ADDRESS LABEL ADDRESS
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01380 C
01381
01382 C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE CUTTING FORCES WHICH WILL BE
01383 C GENERATED UNDER THE CURRENT CUTTING CONDITIONS (FEED RATE AND
01384 C DEPTH OF CUT) .
01385
01386 SUBROUTINE FORCES (FPOWER, FFEED, FRADIL, FRESLT, AE, SE,ALPHAE,
01387 & X, DENOM)
01388
01389 INTRINSIC SIN, COS
01390
01391 COMMON BRAKE, INCLIN, FRICTN, DBS,
01392 & SHEAR, TURRET, EPART, ETCOL, LTOOL, LJ, DOJ, DENSTC,MASS,
01393 & NJ, WWCOEF, TWCOEF, RG
01394
01395
01396 REALM X (2) , INCLIN, LJ, LTOOL,MASS,NJ
01397
01398 WRITE (9,*) 'CALCULATING CUTTING
FORCES'
01399
01400
01401
01402 C CALCULATE POWER FORCE
01403
01404 FPOWER = (SHF.*?*AE*SE*COS(FRICTN-ALPHAE) ) /DENOM
01405
01406
01407 C CALCUALTE FEED FORCE
01409 FFEED =
-(SHEAR*AE*SE*SIN(FRICTN-ALPHAE)*COS(X(2)))/DENOM
01410
01411 C CALCUALTE RADIAL FORCE
01413 FRADIL =
(SHEAR*AE*SE*SIN (FRICTN-ALPHAE) *SIN (X (2) )) /DENOM
01414
01415 C CALCULATE RESULTANT CUTTING FORCE
1417 FRESLT = (FPOWER**2 + FFEED**2 + FRADIL**2) **0 . 5
01418
01419 RETURN
01420
01421 END
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Symbol and Label Tables for: FORCES
SYMBOL
FPOWER+
FFEED+
FRADIL+
FRESLT+
AE+
SE+
ALPHAE+
X
DENOM+
SIN
COS
BRAKE+
INCLIN
FRICTN+
DBS+
SHEAR+
TURRET+
EPART+
ETOOL+
LTOOL
LJ
DOJ+
DENSTC+
MASS
NJ
WWCOEF+
TWCOEF+
RG+
TYPE
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAJ.
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
ADDRESS COMMON
DUMMY
DUMMY
DUMMY
DUMMY
DUMMY
DUMMY
DUMMY
DUMMY
DUMMY
INTRINSIC
INTRINSIC
00000004 BLANK
00000010 BLANK
00000014 BLANK
00000020 BLANK
00000024 BLANK
00000030 BLANK
00000034 BLANK
00000040 BLANK
00000044 BLANK
00000050 BLANK
00000054 BLANK
00000060 BLANK
00000064 BLANK
00000070 BLANK
00000074 BLANK
00000100 BLANK
00000104 BLANK
STORAGE MEMORY
LOCAL
BLANK 76
LABEL ADDRESS LABEL ADDRESS
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01422
01423
01424
01425
01426
01427
01428
01429
01430
01431
01432
01433
01434
01435
01436
01437
01438
01439
01440
01441
01442
01443
01444
01445
01446
01447
01448
01449
01450
01451
01452
01453
01454
01455
01456
01457
01458
01459
01460
01461
01462
01463
01464
01465
01466
01467
01468
01469
01470
01471
01472
01473
01474
01475
01476
800
900
700
THIS MODULE APPLIES GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION METHOD TO A SYSTEM
OF NONHOMOGENEOUS, LINEAR EQUATIONS TO FIND SOLUTION (S) .
THEW SUBPROGRAM CALLS SECOND SUBPROGRAM WHICH DOES ROW
SCALING AND COLUMN PIVOTING.
LOGICAL*l FUNCTION GAUSS (MAXM,MAXN,N,M,A,B,X, ICOL)
COMMON BRAKE, INCLIN, FRICTN, DBS,
& SHEAR, TURRET, EPART, ETCOL, LTOOL, LJ, DOJ, DENSTC,MASS,
& NJ,WWCOEF , TWCOEF , RG
REALM A(MAXN,MAXN) , B (MAXN,MAXM) ,X (MAXN,MAXM) , MULTIPLIER,
& INCLIN, LTOOL, LJ,MASS,NJ
INTEGER* 4 ICOL (MAXN) , K, P , XPOS
EXTERNAL SCPIVOT
LOGICAL*1 SCPIVOT
DO 100 K= 1,N,1
!SET R0W COUNTER
IF (SCPIVOT (MAXM,MAXN,M,N,A,B,K, ICOL) ) THEN
DO 700 I = K+ 1,N
MULTIPLIER = A(I,K) ! CALCULATE MULTIPLIER FOF
DO 800 J = 1,N
A (I, J) = A (I, J)
- MULTIPLIER*A (K, J)
END DO
DO 900 P =1,M
B(I,P) = B(I,P)
- MULTIPLIER*B(K,P)
END DO
END DO
ELSE
FORTRAN
01477
01478
01479
01480
01481
01482
01483
01484
01485
01486
01487
01488
01489
01490
01491
01492
01493
01494
01495
01496
01497
01498
01499
01500
01501
01502
01503
01504
01505
01506
01507
01508
01509
01510
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100 END DO
975
950
925
GAUSS = .FALSE.
WRITE (9) 'GAUSS = FALSE1
RETURN
END IF
DO 925 P = 1,M
DO 950 I = N, 1,-1
SUM =0.0
DO 975 J = I+1,N
SUM = SUM + A (I, J)*X(ICOL(J),P)
END DO
X(ICOL(I),P) = (B(I,P) - SUM)
! PERFORM
END DO
END DO
RETURN
END
GAUSS = .TRUE. IALGORITP
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Symbol and Label Tables for: GAUSS
SYMBOL
GAUSS
MAXM+
MAXN+
N+
M+
A
B
X
ICOL
BRAKE+
INCLIN
FRICTN+
DBS+
SHEAR+
TURRET+
EPART+
ETOOL+
LTOOL
LJ
DOJ+
DENSTC+
MASS
NJ
WWCOEF+
TWCOEF+
RG+
MULTIPLIER
K
P
XPOS
SCPIVOT
1+
J+
SUM+
TYPE ADDRESS COMMON
LOGICAL*l 00000124
INTEGER DUMMY
INTEGER DUMMY
INTEGER DUMMY
INTEGER DUMMY
REAL DUMMY
REAL DUMMY
REAL DUMMY
INTEGER DUMMY
REAL 00000004 BLANK
REAL 00000010 BLANK
REAL 00000014 BLANK
REAL 00000020 BLANK
REAL 00000024 BLANK
REAL 00000030 BLANK
REAL 00000034 BLANK
REAL 00000040 BLANK
REAL 00000044 BLANK
REAL 00000050 BLANK
REAL 00000054 BLANK
REAL 00000060 BLANK
REAL 00000064 BLANK
REAL 00000070 BLANK
REAL 00000074 BLANK
REAL 00000100 BLANK
REAL 00000104 BLANK
:er REAL 00000126
INTEGER 00000132
INTEGER 00000136
INTEGER 00000142
LOGICAL* 1 FUNCTION
INTEGER 00000146
INTEGER 00000152
REAL 00000156
STORAGE MEMORY
LOCAL 114
BLANK 76
LABEL
100
800
925
975
ADDRESS LABEL
0000117266 700
0000116666 900
0000120006 950
0000117624
ADDRESS
0000117124
0000117112
0000117770
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01511
01512
01513
01514
01515
01516
01517
01518
01519
01520
01521
01522
01523
01524
01525
01526
01527
01528
01529
01530
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
c
c
c
c
01531 C234567
01532
01533
01534
01535
01536
01537
01538
01539
01540
01541
01542
01543
01544
01545
01546
01547
01548
01549
01550
01551
01552
01553
01554
01555
01556
01557
01558
01559
01560
01561
01562
01563
01564
01565 300
THIS MODULE IMPLEMENTS NEWTON'S METHOD OF SOLVING THE SYSTEM
OF NONLINEAR EQUATIONS. IT USES THE FOLLOWING EQUATION TO
CONVERGE TO A SOLUTION OF THE VECTOR X
X(NEW) = X(OLD) - Y
WHERE Y IS THE SOLUTION TO THE EQUATION:
J(x)*Y=F(x)
WHERE J(x) IS THE JACOBIAN MATRIX OF THE ORIGINAL SYSTEM OF
EQUATIONS AND F(x) IS THE MATRIX OF THE SET OF ORIGINAL
NONLINEAR EQUATIONS.
LOGICAL*l function NEWTON (EQUATION, DERIVATIVE,MAXM,
MAXN, M, N, X, EPSABS, EPSREL, ITMAX, A, B, Y, ICOL)
COMMON BRAKE, INCLIN, FRICTN, DBS, SHEAR, TURRET, EPART, ETCOL,
LTOOL, LJ, DOJ, NJ,WWCOEF , TWCOEF , DENSTC, MASS, RG
LOGICAL*l GAUSS, SCPIVOT
INTRINSIC ABS
REALM Y(MAXN) , A (MAXN,MAXN) , B (MAXN) , X (MAXN) , INCLIN,
LTOOL, LJ,MASS, NJ
INTEGERM ICOL (MAXN) , P, XPOS, K
WRITE (9,*) 'CALCULATING CUTTING PARAMETERS , PLEASE
WAIT'
NEWTON = .FALSE.
JJ=1
DO 100 WHILE (JJ .LE. ITMAX)
DO 200 I = 1,N
B(I) = EQUATION (I, X)
DO 300 J=1,N
A (I, J) = DERIVATIVE (I, J, X)
END DO
Unitialize NEWTON
! start iteration
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01566
01567
01568
200 END DO
01569
01570
IF (.NOT. GAUSS (MAXM, MAXN, N,M, A, B,Y, ICOL) ) RET
01571
01572
XMAX = 0.0
01573
01574
YMAX = 0.0
01575
01576
DO 400 I = 1,N
01577
01578
01579
X(I) = X(I) - Y(I)
01580
01581
IF (ABS(Y(I)) .GT. ABS (YMAX)) THEN
01582
01583
YMAX = Y(I)
01584 END IF
01585
01586
01587
IF (ABS(X(I)) .GT. ABS (XMAX)) THEN
01588 XMAX = X(I)
01589
01590 END IF
01591
01592 400 END DO
01593
01594 IF (ABS (YMAX) .LT. EPSABS .OR. (XMAX .NE. 0.0
01595
01596 & .AND. ABS (YMAX/XMAX) .LT. EPSREL)) THEN
01597
01598 NEWTON = .TRUE.
01599
01600 RETURN
01601
01602 ELSE
01603
01604 JJ = JJ+1
01605
01606 END IF
01607
01608 100 END DO
01609
01610 RETURN
01611
01612 END
! calculate new ap
!find norm of Y
!find norm of X
! method has conve
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Symbol and Label Tables for: NEWTON
SYMBOL
NEWTON
EQUATION+
DERIVATIVE+
MAXM+
MAXN+
M+
N+
X
EPSABS+
EPSREL+
ITMAX+
A
B
Y
ICOL
BRAKE+
INCLIN
FRICTN+
DBS+
SHEAR+
TURRET+
EPART+
ETOOL+
LTOOL
LJ
DOJ+
NJ
WWCOEF+
TWCOEF+
DENSTC+
MASS
RG+
GAUSS
SCPIVOT
ABS
P
XPOS
K
JJ+
1+
J+
XMAX+
YMAX+
TYPE ADDRESS COMMON
LOGICAL*l 00000060
REAL DUMMY
REAL DUMMY
INTEGER DUMMY
INTEGER DUMMY
INTEGER DUMMY
INTEGER DUMMY
REAL DUMMY
REAL DUMMY
REAL DUMMY
INTEGER DUMMY
REAL DUMMY
REAL DUMMY
REAL DUMMY
INTEGER DUMMY
REAL 00000004 BLANK
REAL 00000010 BLANK
REAL 00000014 BLANK
REAL 00000020 BLANK
REAL 00000024 BLANK
REAL 00000030 BLANK
REAL 00000034 BLANK
REAL 00000040 BLANK
REAL 00000044 BLANK
REAL 00000050 BLANK
REAL 00000054 BLANK
REAL 00000060 BLANK
REAL 00000064 BLANK
REAL 00000070 BLANK
REAL 00000074 BLANK
REAL 00000100 BLANK
REAL 00000104 BLANK
LOGICAL*1 FUNCTION
LOGICAL*1 00000061
REAL INTRINSIC
INTEGER 00000062
INTEGER 00000066
INTEGER 00000072
INTEGER 00000076
INTEGER 00000102
INTEGER 00000106
REAL 00000112
REAL 00000116
STORAGE
LOCAL
BLANK
MEMORY
82
76
LABEL ADDRESS
LABEL ADDRESS
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0000120662
0000121372
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Program Unit: PTDEF Entry: 00121652 Options: LDBUK
01613
01614
01615 C
01616
01617 C
01618 C
01619
01620
01621 &
01622
01623
01624
01625
01626
01627 &
01628 &
01629
01630
01631
01632
01633
01634
01635
01636
01637
01638
01639
01640
01641 C
01642 C
01643
01644
01645
01646
01647
01648
01649
01650
01651
01652 C
01653
01654
01655
01656
01657
01658 &
01659
01660
01661 C
01662
01663
01664 &
01665
01666
01667
THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE MAXIMUM PART DEFLECTION WHICH
WILL OCCUR UNDER THESE CUTTING CONDITIONS.
SUBROUTINE PTDEF (D, L, DEFMAX, FRADIL, FPOWER, SECTON,
LTYPE, PI)
INTRINSIC MAX
COMMON BRAKE, INCLIN, FRICTN, DBS,
SHEAR, TURRET, EPART, ETCOL, LTOOL, LJ, DOJ, DENSTC, MASS,
NJ,WWCOEF , TWCOEF , RG
REALM ZDEF(20) ,XDEF(20) , INCLIN, LJ, NJ, MASS, LTOOL, MAX, LL
REALM L(20),D(20)
INTEGER* 4 SECTON
CHARACTER* 3 LTYPE* 3
WRITE (9,*) 'CHECKING PART DEFLECTION'
DETERMINE IF TOOL POSITION IS FIXED RELATIVE TO CHUCK
COLLET POSITION (LTYPE IS YES)
IF (LTYPE .EQ. 'YES') THEN
K = 1
DO 300 WHILE (K .LE. SECTON)
CALCULATE DEFLECTION IN Z DIRECTION AT EACH DIAMETER CHANGE
ZDEF(K) =
64.* ( (-FRADIL) * (TURRET**3) ) /
(3 . *EPART*PI* (D (K) **4) )
CALCULATE DEFLECTION IN X DIRECTION AT EACH DIAMETER CHANGE
XDEF(K) = 64.* (
(FPOWER* (TURRET**3) ) /
(3 .
*EPART*PI* (D (K) ) **4) )
K = K + 1
Missing Page
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01726
01727
01728 RETURN
01729
01730 END
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Symbol and Label Tables for: PTDEF
SYMBOL
D
L
DEFMAX+
FRADIL+
FPOWER+
SECTON
LTYPE
PI+
MAX
BRAKE+
INCLIN
FRICTN+
DBS+
SHEAR+
TURRET+
EPART+
ETOOL+
LTOOL
LJ
DOJ+
DENSTC+
MASS
NJ
WWCOEF+
TWCOEF+
RG+
ZDEF
XDEF
LL
K+
JJ+
DEF+
TYPE ADDRESS COMMON
REAL DUMMY
REAL DUMMY
REAL DUMMY
REAL DUMMY
REAL DUMMY
INTEGER DUMMY
CHARACTER* 3 DUMMY
REAL DUMMY
REAL INTRINSIC
REAL 00000004 BLANK
REAL 00000010 BLANK
REAL 00000014 BLANK
REAL 00000020 BLANK
REAL 00000024 BLANK
REAL 00000030 BLANK
REAL 00000034 BLANK
REAL 00000040 BLANK
REAL 00000044 BLANK
REAL 00000050 BLANK
REAL 00000054 BLANK
REAL 00000060 BLANK
REAL 00000064 BLANK
REAL 00000070 BLANK
REAL 00000074 BLANK
REAL 00000100 BLANK
REAL 00000104 BLANK
REAL 00000000
REAL 00000120
REAL 00000240
INTEGER 00000244
INTEGER 00000250
REAL 00000254
STORAGE
LOCAL
BLANK
MEMORY
176
76
LABEL
300
500
ADDRESS
0000122472
0000123550
LABEL
400
ADDRESS
0000123152
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01731
01732
01733
01734
01735
01736
01737
01738
01739
01740
01741
01742
01743
01744
01745
01746
01747
01748
01749
01750
01751
01752
01753
01754
0175^
01756
01757
01758
01759
01760
01761
01762
01763
01764
01765
01766
01767
01768
01769
01770
01771
01772
01773
01774
01775
01776
01777
01778
01779
01780
01781
01782
01783
01784
01785
C
C
C
150
175
THIS MODULE USES ROW SCALING AND COLUMN EXCHANGES IN GAUSSIAN
ELIMINATION METHODS TO REDUCE ROUNF-OFF ERROR.
LOGICAL*l FUNCTION SCPIVOT (MAXM, MAXN,M,N, A, B, K, ICOL)
INTRINSIC ABS
COMMON BRAKE, INCLIN, FRICTN, DBS, SHEAR, TURRET, EPART,
ETCOL, LTOOL, LJ, DOJ, DENSTC,MASS, NJ,WWCOEF , TWCOEF , RG
REALM A(MAXN,MAXN) ,B (MAXN,MAXM) , SCALE, INCLIN, LTOOL, LJ,
MASS, NJ
INTEGERM ICOL (MAXN), JMAX,P
IF (K .EQ. 1) THEN
DO 150 J = 1,N
ICOL (J) = J
END DO
END IF
JMAX = K
DO 175 J = 1,N ! FIND ROW K ELEMENT WITH MAXIMUM
! ABSOLUI
! SCALING
IF (ABS (A (K, JMAX)) .LT. ABS (A (K, J))) THEN
JMAX = J
END IF
END DO
IF (A (K, JMAX) .EQ. 0.0) THEN
SCPIVOT = .FALSE.
WRITE (9) 'SCPIVOT =
FALSE'
RETURN
ELSE
FORTRAN
01786
01787
01788
01789
01790
01791
01792
01793
01794
01795
01796
01797
01798
01799
01800
01801
01802
01803
01804
01805
01806
01807
01808
01809
01810
01811
01812
01813
01814
01815
01816
01817
01818
01819
01820
01821
01822
01823
01824
01825
01826
01827
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Source File: NEWTURN
SCALE = A (K, JMAX)
DO 300 J = 1,N
A(K,J) = A (K, J) /SCALE
300
400
500
END DO
DO 400 P = 1,M
B(K,P) = B(K,P) /SCALE
END DO
IF (JMAX .NE. K) THEN
DO 500 I = 1,N
STORAGE = A(I,K)
A(I,K) = A(I,JMAX)
A (I, JMAX) = STORAGE
END DO
ISWITCH = ICOL (JMAX)
ICOL (JMAX) = ICOL(K)
ICOL(K) = ISWITCH
END IF
SCPIVOT = .TRUE.
END IF
RETURN
END
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! ASSIGN SCALE VALUE IF NC
! SCALE ROW VALUES IN MATRIX A
! SCALE ROW VALUES IN MATRIX B
! PERFORM ACTUAL COLUMN E>
! RECORD COLUMN EXCHANGE
! ALGORITHM COMPLE
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Symbol and Label Tables for: SCPIVO
SYMBOL
SCPIVOT
MAXM+
MAXN+
M+
N+
A
B
K+
ICOL
ABS
BRAKE+
INCLIN
FRICTN+
DBS+
SHEAR+
TURRET+
EPART+
ETOOL+
LTOOL
LJ
DOJ+
DENSTC+
MASS
NJ
WWCOEF+
TWCOEF+
RG+
SCALE
JMAX
P
J+
1+
STORAGE+
ISWITCH+
TYPE ADDRESS COMMON
LOGICAL*l 00000074
INTEGER DUMMY
INTEGER DUMMY
INTEGER DUMMY
INTEGER DUMMY
REAL DUMMY
REAL DUMMY
INTEGER DUMMY
INTEGER DUMMY
REAL INTRINSIC
REAL 00000004 BLANK
REAL 00000010 BLANK
REAL 00000014 BLANK
REAL 00000020 BLANK
REAL 00000024 BLANK
REAL 00000030 BLANK
REAL 00000034 BLANK
REAL 00000040 BLANK
REAL 00000044 BLANK
REAL 00000050 BLANK
REAL 00000054 BLANK
REAL 00000060 BLANK
REAL 00000064 BLANK
REAL 00000070 BLANK
REAL 00000074 BLANK
REAL 00000100 BLANK
REAL 00000104 BLANK
REAL 00000076
INTEGER 00000102
INTEGER 00000106
INTEGER 00000112
INTEGER 00000116
REAL 00000122
INTEGER 00000126
STORAGE MEMORY
LOCAL 90
BLANK 76
LABEL
150
300
500
ADDRESS
0000124002
0000124622
0000125236
LABEL
175
400
ADDRESS
0000124232
0000124740
c
c
c
THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE MAXIMUM AMOUNT OF TOOL
DEFLECTION WHICH WILL OCCUR UNDER THE CURRENT CUTTING
CONDITIONS
FORTRAN Compiler Listing 04/29/90
Source File: NEWTURN
Program Unit: TLDEF Entry: 00125430 Options: LDBUK
01828
01829 C
01830
01831 C
01832
01833
01834
01835
01836
01837
01838
01839
01840
01841
01842
01843
01844
01845
01846
01847
01848
01849
01850
01851
01852
01853
01854
01855
01856
01857
01858
01859
01860
01861
01862
01863
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SUBROUTINE TLDEF (DEFMX, FFEED, FPOWER, H, BS)
REAL* 4 INCLIN, LTOOL, LJ,MASS,NJ
COMMON BRAKE, INCLIN, FRICTN, DBS,
& SHEAR, TURRET, EPART, ETCOL, LTOOL, LJ, DOJ, DENSTC,MASS,
S NJ , WWCOEF , TWCOEF , RG
WRITE (9,*) 'CHECKING TOOL DEFLECTION'
C CALCULATE TOOL DEFLECTION IN Y DIRECTION
DEFTLY = (FFEED* (LTOOL**3) ) / (3. *ETOOL*H*BS**3)
C CALCULATE TOOL DEFLECT .CoN IN X DIRECTION
DEFTLX = (FPOWER* (LTOOL**3) )/ (3. *ETOOL*BS*H**3)
C CALCULATE OVERALL TOOL DEFLECTION
DEFMX = (DEFTLY**2 +DEFTLX**2) **0 . 5
RETURN
END
FORTRAN Compiler Listing 04/29/90
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Symbol and Label Tables for: TLDEF
SYMBOL
DEFMX+
FFEED+
FPOWER+
H+
BS+
INCLIN
LTOOL
LJ
MASS
NJ
BRAKE+
FRICTN+
DBS+
SHEAR+
TURRET+
EPART+
ETOOL+
DOJ+
DENSTC+
WWCOEF+
TWCOEF+
RG+
DEFTLY+
DEFTLX+
TYPE
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
ADDRESS COMMON
DUMMY
DUMMY
DUMMY
DUMMY
DUMMY
00000010 BLANK
00000044 BLANK
00000050 BLANK
00000064 BLANK
00000070 BLANK
00000004 BLANK
00000014 BLANK
00000020 BLANK
00000024 BLANK
00000030 BLANK
00000034 BLANK
00000040 BLANK
00000054 BLANK
00000060 BLANK
00000074 BLANK
00000100 BLANK
00000104 BLANK
00000000
00000004
STORAGE
LOCAL
BLANK
MEMORY
76
LABEL ADDRESS LABEL ADDRESS
k*** Q errors
Appendix 3
Newton-Raphson Method to Solve for Chip Flow and Rake Angles
If cutting force experiments cannot be used to determine the cutting force
parameters, those values must be based on published values. Published literature
will provide shear stress values, coefficients of friction, and methods for estimating
the effective shear angle. The rake angle and chip flow angle are dependent on the
cutting conditions and published literature will not provide estimates for these
values. Kirk, et al [8], have developed a system of equations which, when solved via
numerical methods, provide the values of the chip flow angle and rake angle. That
system of equations is:
tan a - tan a*cos n + tan ab*sin n = 0 (1)
cos i [(cos a*cos i*cos (n - (3))2 + (sin a*cos P*cos i - cos a*sin n*sin i)2
+ (sin a*sin (3*cos i - cos a*cos n*sin i)2p/2 = 0. (2)
The inclination angle, i, and back rake angle, a^, are geometric properties of the tool.
The friction angle, p, is the tangent of the coefficient of friction between the tool and
workpiece materials.
The Newton Raphson Method is used in the application program to solve this
system of equations for a and n. The Newton Raphson Method uses the equation
X(k) = X(k-D - J-l(x(k-D) * F(x(k-D)
to iterate to the solution vector X, where J(x)i j (the Jacobian matrix of
F(x)) = (fj(x)/xj) for l<=i, j<= n. To avoid calculating the inverse of the Jacobian, the
system
JWnxn*Ynxl = Kx)nxi
is solved for Y using Gaussian Elimination with row scaling and column pivoting.
The iteration equation then becomes
XOO = x(k-l) - Y(k-D.
Convergence occurs when one of two criteria are met. The infinity norm of Y, I I Y I I
is compared to the tolerance limit, epsabs, during each iteration. Convergence occurs
when I I Y I I <= epsabs. The infinity norm of I I Y I I / I I X II is compared to the
tolerance limit, epsrel, during each iteration. Convergence occurs when
I I Y I I / | | X I I <= epsrel. For this application, epsabs = 0.00, and epsrel = 0.000005.
Since it is assumed that the user has no knowledge of numerical methods, these
values are not specified by the user.
The passing parameters of the Newton subroutine are:
EQUATION - a function subprogram which calculates the values of nxl matrix F(x)
(referred to as b(i) in the program)
DERIVATIVE - a function subprogram which calculates values of nxn matrix J(x)
(referred to as A(x) in the program)
X - {xl,x2} values of initial guess to solution
EPSABS - tolerance limit on II Y I I
EPSREL - tolerance limit on I I Y I I / I I X I I
A - nxn Jacobian matrix
b - nxl matrix F(x) where F is the original set of equations
Y - nxl matrix which is solution to system Ay = b
icol - array which records column exchanges
m - actual number of systems in problem
n - actual number of unknowns to be solved for
MAXM - maximum number of systems program can solve for
MAXN - maximum number of unknowns program can solve for
This method requires the user to input an approximation to each of those values for
convergence to occur. The maximum number of iterations allowed for the method
to converge is 3000. If the method does not converge within that number of
iterations, an error message is sent to the user suggesting that another initial guess lx
used.
Appendix 4
Determination of Parameters Used in Cutting Force Equations
n estimation of the cutting forces is required to determine the optimum cutting
conditions - speed, feed, and depth of cut - in a machining operation. The model
developed for this study uses the matrix model equations developed by Kirk, et al, [8]
to estimate the cutting forces. These equations include several cutting parameters
which are dependent on the tool- workpiece material combination, the tool
geometry, and the tool orientation to the workpiece. The cutting parameters, which
must be specified by the optimization program user, are the workpiece material
shear stress, the coefficient of friction between the tool and workpiece materials, and
the effective shear and chip flow angles. Estimates can be obtained for these values
through published literature. However, the specific cutting conditions under which
these values were obtained are generally not available. To optimize the estimation
of speed, feed, and depth of cut, these cutting parameters should be determined
empirically for the tool-workpiece-lathe combination to be used.
Ideally, the cutting tests should be conducted on the lathe commonly used by the
machining center. Measurement of the cutting forces will require the use of a three
component lathe dynamometer. The cutting tests need only be performed at a single
cutting speed, but the depth of cut and feed settings must be varied. If possible, a
variety of rake angles should also be tested. The data to be collected includes: the
power, feed, and radial components of the cutting force, the undeformed length of
the chip, lc, and the chip weight, Wc.
Armarego and Brown [6] suggest the following method for determining the effective
shear angle, <|> . A chip of unknown length, 1, is weighed. Given that the chip
weight is defined by the expression
Wc = p*l*s*t ,
where p is the material density, t the undeformed chip thickness and s the width of
cut, the length of cut can be directly determined. Having measured the length of the
chip, lc, the chip thickness ratio, r, can then be calculated from the equation
r = lc/l.
Knowing the chip thickness ratio, the shear angle can be calculated from the
equation
<t>e = tan'1 (r*cos ae/(l-r*sin ae)),
where ae is the effective rake angle of the tool. This method should be applied to a
chips collected at several discrete data points during the cutting force experiment.
An average or median value can then be used as an estimate of the effective shear
angle.
The chip flow angle, n, can be empirically determined by dividing the radial cutting
force equation by the feed force equation. The result of this operation is the
expression
tl = tan
-1 (Fradial/Ffeed).
This expression is applied to the data collected at the same discrete data points used
in determining the effective shear angle. Again, an average or median value is used
to estimate the chip flow angle.
The coefficient of friction can be determined from knowledge of the friction angle, P,
as u = tan _1 p. This angle can be calculated by rewriting the feed force equation as
Ffeed = "cos Tl * Fpower*tan( P-e)
and solving for p. Use of this method requires that the chip flow angle be known.
Again, this expression is applied to the data collected at the same discrete data points
used in determining the other parameters and an average or median value is used
to estimate the friction angle.
The workpiece material shear stress can be calculated using the method suggested in
the SME Tool and Manufacturing Engineers Handbook. That method calculates the
shear strength from the equation
xs = (Fpower *sin Vcos ^e " Ffeed* cos2 <t>e>/(ae*se)-
An estimate of the shear angle is required to determine the shear stress. Again, this
expression is applied to the data collected at the same discrete data points used in
determining the other parameters and an average or median value is used to
estimate the shear strength.
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